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ABSTRACT
Representation Learning with Adversarial Latent Autoencoders
Stanislav Pidhorskyi
A large number of deep learning methods applied to computer vision problems require
encoder-decoder maps. These methods include, but are not limited to, self-representation
learning, generalization, few-shot learning, and novelty detection. Encoder-decoder maps
are also useful for photo manipulation, photo editing, superresolution, etc. Encoder-decoder
maps are typically learned using autoencoder networks.
Traditionally, autoencoder reciprocity is achieved in the image-space using pixel-wise
similarity loss, which has a widely known flaw of producing non-realistic reconstructions.
This flaw is typical for the Variational Autoencoder (VAE) family and is not only limited to
pixel-wise similarity losses, but is common to all methods relying upon the explicit maximum
likelihood training paradigm, as opposed to an implicit one. Likelihood maximization,
coupled with poor decoder distribution leads to poor or blurry reconstructions at best.
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) on the other hand, perform an implicit maxi-
mization of the likelihood by solving a minimax game, thus bypassing the issues derived
from the explicit maximization. This provides GAN architectures with remarkable gen-
erative power, enabling the generation of high-resolution images of humans, which are
indistinguishable from real photos to the naked eye. However, GAN architectures lack
inference capabilities, which makes them unsuitable for training encoder-decoder maps,
effectively limiting their application space.
We introduce an autoencoder architecture that (a) is free from the consequences of
maximizing the likelihood directly, (b) produces reconstructions competitive in quality with
state-of-the-art GAN architectures, and (c) allows learning disentangled representations,
which makes it useful in a variety of problems. We show that the proposed architecture
and training paradigm significantly improves the state-of-the-art in novelty and anomaly
detection methods, it enables novel kinds of image manipulations, and has significant
potential for other applications.
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An important cornerstone of the deep learning paradigm in modern computer vision is
autoencoders. Autoencoder consists of encoder-decoder maps that can map input image to
some compressed, hight-level representations and then map them back to the image space.
Autoencoders became the core of many methods applied to computer vision problems,
which include, but are not limited to, self-representation learning, generalization, few-shot
learning, and novelty detection. The modern variant of the autoencoder is also generative,
meaning that the decoder network is also capable of generating samples, and is often referred
to as a generator network, rather than a decoder network. Autoencoders combine generative
and representational properties by learning an encoder-generator map.
However, generative power and quality of reconstructions of autoencoders lag behind
those of modern generative models.
In recent years GANs [1] gained remarkable generative power, see Figure 1.1. They
allow learning generator maps from fixed, known distributions by observing samples
from the target distribution. The generator map is such map that maps a known, easy to
sample distribution, such as normal distribution, to a distribution which resembles the target
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(a) Synthetic images from original GAN paper by Good-
fellow et al. [1]
(b) Synthetic image from StyleGAN by Kar-
ras et al. [2]
Figure 1.1: Synthetic images generated by GANs. Comparison of images produced by vanilla GAN 1.1a
and StyleGAN 1.1b
distribution.
GANs can learn this target distribution in an unbiased way and perform implicit likeli-
hood maximization. We will discuss what implicit maximization is and why it is unbiased
in the following sections.
One of the most notable steps forward in improving GANs quality was StyleGAN [2],
which enabled the generation of high-resolution images of human faces, which are indistin-
guishable from real photos to the naked eye. With all these good qualities of GANs, they
lack inference capabilities. GANs learn target distribution is an implicit way, through a the
generator map, which makes it not possible to estimate the probability density of a given
sample or find a reverse mapping of the given sample to the fixed, known distribution.
On the other hand, fully implicit likelihood maximization is not possible for autoencoders
due to reciprocity requirements, and as a result, this leads to poor or blurry reconstructions
at best.
Can we take the best from two worlds and develop a unified architecture that would
combine generative and representational properties of autoencoder as well as the generative
power of GANs?
2
Figure 1.2: Plain Autoencoder. Architecture of vanila autoencoder, reciprocity enforced in data space with
MSE loss. Here x is input sample, E is encoding map, D is decoding map, z - latent vector, ∆ - reciprocity
loss.
1.2 Motivation and Challenges
In this dissertation, we try to develop a new autoencoder architecture that would provide a
combination of the generative power of GANs and representational properties of autoen-
coders. We also explore the application space of such architecture and demonstrate how it
can be used to advance the state of the art methods in Computer Vision.
But before, let us discuss the key aspects and problems of autoencoders that prevent them
from having high-quality generations, and the reasons why GANs managed to overcome
them.
1.2.1 Vanila Autoencoder
Simple, feedforward autoencoders (AE) were known since late 80s [3, 4, 5], and popularized
later by Salakhutdinov et al. [6]. Vanilla AE consists of encoder-decoder maps, and it is
trained to replicate its input on its output, see Figure 1.2. Traditionally, reciprocity in AE
is achieved in the image-space using pixel-wise similarity loss, which has a widely known
flaw of producing non-realistic reconstructions.
Most commonly, MSE loss is used as a similarity loss. Autoencoder is trained to
minimize expected MSE of reconstruction 1.1
arg min
φ,θ
Ex∼pdata ‖x−Dθ ◦ Eφ(x)‖
2 (1.1)
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where pdata is data distribution, φ, and θ - parameters of encoder map E and decoder map
D respectively.
On the contrast, generative models are commonly trained to match target distribution
using likelihood maximization paradigm: arg max
θ
Ex∼pdata log pθ(x), where pθ(x) is a
probability distribution describing generator.
We can rewrite AE formulation in terms of likelihood maximization paradigm:
arg max
φ,θ
Ex∼pdata log pθ(x|z), z = Eφ(x) (1.2)
And thus, if pθ(x|z) is a factorized Gaussian Dφ(z) ∼ N (x|µθ(z), I), then be can derive
that:
− log pθ(x|z) = 12 ‖x− µθ(z)‖
2
2 (1.3)
In such a way, we can see that MSE minimization is a particular case of the likelihood
maximization paradigm when we assume decoder distribution to be a factorized Gaussian.
It is known that the explicit maximum likelihood training paradigm has a well-recognized
issue [7]. Thus: (a) explicit likelihood maximization and (b) poor decoder distribution
(observational model), e.g. factorized Gaussian lead to blurry and unrealistic results.
Virtually, AE produces expectation of plausible samples, but not a plausible one. In fact,
outputs are not even blurry but noisy. That is because, the majority of implementations tend
to display the mean of pθ(x|z), rather than drawing samples from it.
Since 1.2 is not tracktable, we need to make simplification in order to transform 1.2 into
something feasible (such as 1.9). Due to the simplifications and relaxation of the original
objective, the resulting method becomes biased. Even we do not use pixel-wise loss, which
is an extremely bad type of loss for the image domain but replace it with perceptual loss,
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(a) Reconstructions by vanilla autoencoder. (b) Reconstructions by VAE [9].
Figure 1.3: Reconstructions with AE and VAE. Comparison of reconstructions done by vanilla AE 1.4a and
VAE [9] 1.4b
such as LPIPS [8], that still does not solve the problem.
Explicit likelihood maximization and blurriness is typical for VAE [9], but as we see, not
limited to it. It is a common trait of all methods that utilize explicit likelihood maximization,
such as AAE [10], VampPrior [11], etc.
Explicit likelihood maximization problem typically arises in AE when reciprocity is
achieved with a similarity criterion in data-space, even if the similarity is perceptual.
1.2.2 Variational Autoencoders
In order to support the ideas described in the previous section, let us focus on variational
autoencoder. Variational AE architectures [12, 13] have been appreciated for their theoretical
foundation and their stability and ease of training. On the construct to AE, VAE is first of all
a generative model. The foundation of VAE starts from maximizing the likelihood, which is




Ex∼pdata log pθ(x) (1.4)
The key idea of VAE is that since optimizing 1.6 is not feasible, we are going to
optimize evidence lower bound (ELBO) of 1.6. This is where bias is introduced into VAEs.
Optimizing lower bound is definitely a good approach to the problem, but it is unavoidably
not the same as optimizing 1.6








Or, we can rewrite that into minimization of the sum of two losses:
arg min
θ
Ex∼pdata [LREC + LKL] (1.6)
where
LREC = −Ez∼qφ(z|x) log pθ(x|z) (1.7)
LKL = KL(qφ(z|x)‖pθ(z)) (1.8)
We can see now that even after using ELBO we end up with non-feasible optimization
problems. The reconstruction part LREC 1.7 is not tractable and we need to make simplifi-
cations. The majority of practical implementations of VAEs use factorized Gaussian with
covariance matrix set to identity matrix for the observation model, which brings us back to
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pixel-wise MSE loss 1.9:
LREC = ‖x−Dθ ◦ Eφ(x)‖22 (1.9)
As we can see, in practice, explicit likelihood maximization leads to image space
similarity loss at best, and often it is implemented as pixel-wise MSE. This results into
blurred images and this flaw is not specific to VAE, but is shared across all AE that approach
reciprocity by enforcing image space similarity.
From Figure 1.3 we can see that reconstructions are not just blurry, but also shift to the
mean face occurs. AE outputs an expected image, which is quite far from a realistic one.
Since VAE also enforces information bottleneck [14], reconstructions are less similar to the
input. One can clearly see that it preserves high frequency only for those features that are
the most predictable, thus require less information to encode, such as eyes, nose, mouse. On
the other hand, those parts of the image that are less predictable, such as background, hair,
face contour lost the most of high frequencies.
From Figure 1.4, we can see that despite that AE produces slightly sharper results than
VAE, we can not sample it’s latent space to generate images. The reason is that the latent
space is not compact because AE didn’t need to utilize the whole capacity of the channel, in
contrast to VAEs.
In this study we focus on the following three problems:
• Adversarial Latent Autoencoders.
• Novelty detection.
• Large scale similarity retrieval via hashing
We develop a new autoencoder architecture that overcomes current limitations of autoen-
coders and then demonstrate it’s applicability to several state of the art methods in Computer
Vision.
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(a) Sampling vanilla autoencoder. (b) Sampling VAE [9].





Our approach builds directly on the vanilla GAN architecture [15]. Since then, a lot of
progress has been made in the area of synthetic image generation. LAPGAN [16] and
StackGAN [17, 18] train a stack of GANs organized in a multi-resolution pyramid to
generate high-resolution images. HDGAN [19] improves by incorporating hierarchically-
nested adversarial objectives inside the network hierarchy. In [20] they use a multi-scale
generator and discriminator architecture to synthesize high-resolution images with a GAN
conditioned on semantic label maps, while in BigGAN [21] they improve the synthesis by
applying better regularization techniques. In PGGAN [22] it is shown how high-resolution
images can be synthesized by progressively growing the generator and the discriminator of
a GAN. The same principle was used in StyleGAN [2], the current state-of-the-art for face
image generation, which we adapt it here for our StyleALAE architecture. Other recent work
on GANs has focussed on improving the stability and robustness of the training [23]. New
loss functions have been introduced [24], along with gradient regularization methods [25, 26],
weight normalization techniques [27], and learning rate equalization [22]. Our framework is
amenable to these improvements, as we explain in later sections.
Variational AE architectures [12, 13] have not only been appreciated for their theoretical
foundation, but also for their stability during training, and the ability to provide insightful
representations. Indeed, they stimulated research in the area of disentanglement [28],
allowing learning representations with controlled degree of disentanglement between factors
of variation in [14], and subsequent improvements in [29], leading to more elaborate metrics
for disentanglement quantification [30, 31, 2], which we also use to analyze the properties of
our approach. VAEs have also been extended to learn a latent prior different than a normal
distribution, thus achieving significantly better models [32].
A lot of progress has been made towards combining the benefits of GANs and VAEs.
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AAE [10] has been the precursor of those approaches, followed by VAE/GAN [33] with
a more direct approach. BiGAN [34] and ALI [7] provide an elegant framework fully
adversarial, whereas VEEGAN [35] and AGE [36] pioneered the use of the latent space for
autoencoding and advocated the reduction of the architecture complexity. PIONEER [37]
and IntroVAE [38] followed this line, with the latter providing the best generation results
in this category. Section 2.3.1 describes how the proposed approach compares with those
listed here.
Finally, we quickly mention other approaches that have shown promising results with
representing image data distributions. Those include autoregressive [39] and flow-based
methods [40]. The former forego the use of a latent representation, but the latter does not.
1.3.2 Novelty Detection
Novelty detection is a task of recognizing whether the given sample is inlier or outlier with
respect to the training data. The literature in this area is sizable. Novelty detection methods
can be split into four large groups: probabilistic, reconstruction-based, density estimation
methods, and out-of-distribution methods.
Probabilistic methods [41, 42, 43, 44] investigate ways to compute the density function
of normal, not novel data. The main difficulty concerns how to compute the densities of
high-dimensional and complex data. Typically it is accomplished with different strategies of
approximation of density function or lowering dimensionality of the space.
Kernel-based methods learn null space of training data and rely on distance measure
to perform density estimation implicitly, [45] introduced the Kernel Null Foley-Sammon
Transform (KNFST) for multi-class novelty detection, where training samples of each known
category are projected onto a single point in the null space and then distances between
the projection of a test sample and the class representatives are used to obtain a novelty
measure. [46] improves on previous approaches by proposing an incremental procedure
called Incremental Kernel Null Space-Based Discriminant Analysis (IKNDA). Modern
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approaches rely on deep representations typically obtained with autoencoders [47, 48].
Reconstruction-based methods. Since outliers do not have sparse representations,
self-representation approaches have been proposed for outlier detection in a union of
subspaces [49, 50]. Similarly, deep learning based approaches have used neural networks
and leveraged the reconstruction error of encoder-decoder architectures. [51, 52] used
deep learning based autoencoders to learn the model of normal behaviors and employed a
reconstruction loss to detect outliers.
[53] used a GAN [54] based method. Despite the fact that an encoder is not available in
GAN setup, this method is still reconstruction based. They used a generator to recover latent
representation with gradient descent by optimizing reconstruction error, which then is used
as a novelty score. [55] trained GANs using optical flow images to learn a representation
of scenes in videos. [56] minimized the reconstruction error of an autoencoder to remove
outliers from noisy data, and by utilizing the gradient magnitude of the auto-encoder
they make the reconstruction error more discriminative for positive samples. In [57] they
proposed a framework for one-class classification and novelty detection. It consists of two
main modules learned in an adversarial fashion. The first is a decoder-encoder convolutional
neural network trained to reconstruct inliers accurately, while the second is a one-class
classifier made with another network that produces the novelty score.
Computing reconstruction error in image space is not ideal, in fact, l2 norm works poorly
with images. [58] uses as a novelty score not only reconstruction error in image space,
but also in hidden spaces. They pass the reconstructed image to the encoder and observe
activations of all the intermediate layers in the encoder and compare those to activations
induced by the original image. [59] extends this approach by adding adversarial loss that
matches the distribution of hidden activations for real and reconstructed inliers.
Density estimation methods. State-of-the-art works on density estimation for image
compression include Pixel Recurrent Neural Networks [60] and derivatives [61, 62]. These
pixel-based methods allow us to sequentially predict pixels in an image along the two spatial
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dimensions. Because they model the joint distribution of the raw pixels along with their
sequential correlation, it is possible to use them for image compression. Although they
could also model the probability distribution of known samples, they work at a local scale
in a patch-based fashion, which makes non-local pixels loosely correlated. Our approach,
instead, does not allow modeling the probability density of individual pixels but works with
the whole image. It is not suitable for image compression, and while its generative nature
allows in principle to produce novel images, in this work, we focus only on novelty detection
by evaluating the inlier probability distribution on test samples.
Out-of-distribution methods. These are methods that typically improve robustness
of existing classification or detection systems, in order to detect erroneous sample that
otherwise would be classified incorrectly. A recent line of work has focused on detecting
out-of-distribution samples by analyzing the output entropy of a prediction made by a pre-
trained deep neural network [63, 64, 65, 66, 67]. This is done by either simply thresholding
the maximum softmax score [64], or by first applying perturbations to the input, scaled
proportionally to the gradients w.r.t. to the input and then combining the softmax score
with temperature scaling, as it is done in Out-of-distribution Image Detection in Neural
Networks (ODIN) [66]. While these approaches require labels for the in-distribution data
to train the classifier network, our method does not use label information. Therefore, it
can be applied for the case when in-distribution data is represented by one class or label
information is not available. Despite the fact that out-of distribution methods solve problem
that is similar to the novelty detection problem, the evaluation protocol differs significantly,
making it hard to compare to novelty detection methods. Under novelty detection setting,
typically, one class of the dataset is used as inlier set, and all other classes are used as
outlier set. Distinctively, out-of-distribution methods are evaluated typically using one
dataset as inliers and other dataset as outliers [63, 64, 65, 66, 68, 67]. OOD methods can
not be applied to the setting typical for novelty detection, since they require labels inside
the inlier dataset. Using different datasets as inlier and outliers creates domain shift, those
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datasets may have different statistics, distributions, etc.. For example, ODIN [66] uses
CIFAR10 and CIFAR100 as inliers, with TinyImageNet, iSUN, LSUN as outliers. [67] also
includes scenarios of using CIFAR10 vs SVHN vs Caltech256, etc and [68] does MNIST vs
FashionMNIST. Obviously, MNIST and FashionMNIST are extremely different, similarly
CIFAR10 and SVHN are extremely different, which of course is a desirable property for
a classifier to detect such cases instead of returning a random label. Sometimes, it can
go to such extremes as taking images of CT scans as inliers and images of cats and dogs
as outliers [69]. Indeed, resizing ImageNet images to the same resolution as in CIFAR10
may create different image statistics, unless resizing is used precisely with the same filters.
On the other hand, labels of CIFAR10 and CIFAR 100 largely overlap with ImageNET.
Thus, OOD methods are more targeted to detect samples coming from completely different
distributions and are more associated with robustness of classification/detection systems,
while novelty detection methods are more targeted at detecting samples coming from the
same or similar distribution but representing novel, not previously observed class. Thus,
OOD makes emphasis on reliability, while novelty detection makes emphasis on discovery
of novel classes. These differences between OOD and novelty detection, and inability of
OOD to run on the same benchmarks as novelty detection does, makes comparison between
OOD and novelty detection methods complicated and often not fair.
Latent code density estimation. Reconstruction based methods take into account only
the reconstruction error, in image or feature space, which may not be enough. Using deep
autoencoder architectures also allows us to examine density of latent representation. [70]
equip autoencoder with a density estimator of the latent codes that learns the probability
distribution of latent codes of the inlier data. A combination of the density estimation of
the latent code plus reconstruction error is used as a novelty score. In this way, this method
relates to both reconstruction-based and probabilistic methods.
The proposed approach relates to the probabilistic methods and reconstruction-based
methods the same way as [70]. Similarly to probabilistic methods, it aims at computing
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the probability distribution of test samples as novelty scores, but it does so by learning the
manifold structure of the distribution with an encoder-decoder network.
The proposed method, similarly to [70] relies on the density estimation of the latent
code of the sample as well as the reconstruction error. In our framework, we begin with a
probabilistic approach and attempt to derive a way to estimate the probability density of the
sample, and through series of assumptions, we make it possible to factorize the probability
density of the sample into the probability of the latent code and the probability density of
the reconstruction error. In such a way, two factorized probability densities can be united in
a natural way into a single novelty score. Though the ideas of the proposed method go very
close to [70], the proposed method (GPND) was initially presented as a conference paper
in [71] before [70].
1.3.3 Similarity Retrieval
The existing variety of data-dependent, learning based hashing methods can be categorized
into unsupervised and supervised methods [72].
Unsupervised methods [73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80] use unlabeled data to learn a
hashing function that preserves some metric distance between data points. This work
instead falls into the supervised category, which tries to improve the quality of hashing by
leveraging label information to learn compact codes. Supervised methods can be divided
into those which use off-the-shelf visual features versus those that leverage deep networks.
Representative examples of non-deep methods include Minimal Loss Hashing (MLH) [81],
Supervised Hashing with Kernels (KSH) [82] and Latent Factor Hashing (LFH) [83].
The initial attempts to utilize deep learning [84, 85, 86, 87] for hashing included
CNNH [88] and DNNH [89]. Deep Hashing Network (DHN) [90] and Deep Supervised
Hashing (DSH) [91] extend DNNH by performing a continuous relaxation of the intractable
discrete optimization by introducing a quantization error prior which is controlled by a
quantization loss. DHN uses a cross entropy loss to link the pairwise Hamming distances
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with the pairwise similarity labels, while DSH uses max-margin loss. Deep Cauchy Hashing
(DCH) [92] improves DHN by utilizing Cauchy distribution. Deep Pairwise-Supervised
Hashing (DPSH) [93] uses pairwise similarity labels and a loss-function similar to LFH,
which maximizes the log-likelihood of the pairwise similarities. The log-likelihood is mod-
eled as a function of the Hamming distance between the corresponding data points. Deep
Triplet-Supervised Hashing (DTSH) [94] extends DPSH by using triplet label information.
The learning problem of deep hashing methods (DHN, DSH, DPSH, DTSH, etc.) turns
out to be NP-complete, due to the discrete nature of the codomain of the hash function being
sought, which is the Hamming space. The workaround is to relax the native space into
the continuous Euclidean counterpart. This makes the original learning problem ill-posed,
and a regularizing prior becomes necessary, which is often chosen to encourage the sought
mapping to produce a nearly binary output. While needed, such prior complicates the
training and might lead to performance reduction. Discrepancy Minimizing Deep Hashing
(DMDH) [95] suggests an alternating optimization approach with a series expansion of the
objective. Our work instead, leverages a different relaxation, which has the advantage of
maintaining a well-posed learning problem, without the need for extra priors. Besides the
obvious computational advantage, the framework allows to identify a class of triplet losses,
and to define new ones, tailored to seeking good hash functions.
Another line of work, like Deep Quantization Network (DQN) [96], avoid the use of
relaxation by incorporating quantization methods into the approach [97, 98, 99]. DQN
performs a joint learning of image representations and a product quantization for generating
compact binary codes. Deep Visual-Semantic Quantization (DVSQ) [100] extends DQN
by adding semantic knowledge extracted from the label space. In this way, hash codes
are directly optimized. While being an interesting direction, it significantly increases the
complexity of the learning process. Indeed, that might be one of the contributing factors
that make our approach comparing favorably against those.
Finally, our approach also considers the quantization problem. Indeed, the proposed
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relaxation suggests learning a spherical embedding, which is an equivalence class of so-
lutions, because the loss turns out to be rotation invariant with respect to the embedded
spherical space. This allows picking, as a solution, a representative of the class that will
affect the quantization of the spherical embedding in such a way that it directly maximizes
the mean average precision. This is different from previous approaches, and it is different
also from approaches like Iterative Quantization (ITQ) [74], which is unsupervised, and it
aims at minimizing the quantization error. Our comparison with ITQ shows that linking the
quantization directly to the retrieval metric leads to better solutions.
1.4 Contribution and Dissertation Structure
In this dissertation, we introduce algorithms for novelty detection and large scale similarity
retrieval problem, as well as outline future work for missing annotation aware recognition
systems. Chapter 2 proposses a new autoencoder architecture from our CVPR2020 pa-
per [101]. Chapter 3 proposses a novelty detection method based on generative, probabilistic
approach that is an updated version of our NeurIPS 2018 paper [71]. Chapter 4 proposses a
deep similarity retrieval method via hashing and draws significantly from our work published
at ACCV 2018 [102].
1.4.1 Chapter 2
We introduce a novel autoencoder architecture - ALAE, that is simple, flexible and affective.
It bridges the gap between autoencoders and GANs in terms of the quality of generated
images. It allows learning the probability distribution of the latent space while the data
distribution is aligned with real data distribution in an adversarial way. We conduct extensive
set of experiments that confirm that this enables learning representations that are likely less
entangled. We also introduce StyleALAE which is an extension of ALAE to StyleGAN
and this is the first autoencoder capable of generating and manipulating images while
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maintaining the same level of visual detail as StyleGAN.
1.4.2 Chapter 3
Recent approaches on novelty detection primarily leverage deep encoder-decoder network
architectures to compute a reconstruction error that is used to either compute a novelty score
or to train a one-class classifier. In contrust to the previous works, we take a probabilistic
approach and effectively compute how likely it is that a sample was generated by the
inlier distribution. We make the computation of the novelty probability feasible because
we linearize the parameterized manifold capturing the underlying structure of the inlier
distribution, and show how the probability factorizes and can be computed with respect to
local coordinates of the manifold tangent space.
Section 3.2 introduces the Generative Probabilistic Novelty Detection (GPND) frame-
work, and Section 3.3 describes the training and architecture of the adversarial autoencoder
network. Section 3.5 shows a rich set of experiments showing that GPND is very effective
and produces state-of-the-art results on several benchmarks.
We create a new dataset - aligned COVID-Net [103], by manually annotating samples
from COVID-Net dataset and then aligning them. We demonstrate performance of our
method on this new dataset and show that it performs better than state of the art methods.
1.4.3 Chapter 4
We propose Spherical Deep Supervised Hashing (SDSH), a new supervised deep hashing
approach to learn compact binary codes. In contrust to the previous works, we not only
impose learning similarity preserving codes, but also encouraging them to be balanced. We
propose a different relaxation method, that instead of using binarization priors, learns a
spherical embedding, which overcomes the challenge of maintaining the learning problem
well-posed. Our second contribution is formulation of a general triplet loss framework, with
the introduction of the spring loss for learning balanced codes. Our third contribution is
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quantization of the spherical embedding that maximizes the mean average precision.
Section 4.3 introduces formulation of a general triplet loss framework, and Section 4.4
describes the spherical embedding. Section 4.5 introduces quantization algorithm, and Sec-
tion 4.6 describes triplet spherical loss. Section 4.7 shows a rich set of experiments showing





Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) [1] have emerged as one of the dominant unsuper-
vised approaches for computer vision and beyond. Their strength relates to their remarkable
ability to represent complex probability distributions, like the face manifold [104], or the
bedroom images manifold [105], which they do by learning a generator map from a known
distribution onto the data space. Just as important are the approaches that aim at learning
an encoder map from the data to a latent space. They allow learning suitable representa-
tions of the data for the task at hand, either in a supervised [106, 107, 108, 109, 110], or
unsupervised [111, 112, 14, 29, 31, 21] manner.
Autoencoder (AE) [12, 13] networks are unsupervised approaches aiming at combining
the “generative” as well as the “representational” properties by learning simultaneously
an encoder-generator map. General issues subject of investigation in AE structures are
whether they can: (a) have the same generative power as GANs; and, (b) learn disentangled
representations [28]. Several works have addressed (a) [10, 33, 34, 7, 38]. An important
testbed for success has been the ability for an AE to generate face images as rich and sharp
as those produced by a GAN [22]. Progress has been made but victory has not been declared.
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A sizable amount of work has addressed also (b) [14, 29, 30], but not jointly with (a).
We introduce an AE architecture that is general, and has generative power comparable
to GANs while learning a less entangled representation. We observed that every AE
approach makes the same assumption: the latent space should have a probability distribution
that is fixed a priori and the autoencoder should match it. On the other hand, it has
been shown in [2], the state-of-the-art for synthetic image generation with GANs, that an
intermediate latent space, far enough from the imposed input space, tends to have improved
disentanglement properties.
The observation above has inspired the proposed approach. We designed an AE architec-
ture where we allow the latent distribution to be learned from data to address entanglement
(A). The output data distribution is learned with an adversarial strategy (B). Thus, we retain
the generative properties of GANs, as well as the ability to build on the recent advances in this
area. For instance, we can seamlessly include independent sources of stochasticity, which
have proven essential for generating image details, or can leverage recent improvements on
GAN loss functions, regularization, and hyperparameters tuning [24, 113, 27, 114, 26, 21].
Finally, to implement (A) and (B) we impose the AE reciprocity in the latent space (C).
Therefore, we can avoid using reconstruction losses based on simple `2 norm that operate in
data space, where they are often suboptimal, like for the image space. We regard the unique
combination of (A), (B), and (C) as the major techical novelty and strength of the approach.
Since it works on the latent space, rather than autoencoding the data space, we named it
Adversarial Latent Autoencoder (ALAE).
We designed two ALAEs, one with a multilayer perceptron (MLP) as encoder with a
symmetric generator, and another with the generator derived from a StyleGAN [2], which we
call StyleALAE. For this one, we designed a companion encoder and a progressively growing
architecture. We verified qualitatively and quantitatively that both architectures learn a latent
space that is more disentangled than the imposed one. In addition, we show qualitative
and quantitative results about face and bedroom image generation that are comparable with
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StyleGAN at the highest resolution of 1024×1024. Since StyleALAE learns also an encoder
network, we are able to show at the highest resolution, face reconstructions as well as several
image manipulations based on real images rather then generated.
2.2 Preliminaries
A Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) [1] is composed of a generator network G mapping
from a space Z onto a data space X , and a discriminator network D mapping from X onto
R. The Z space is characterized by a known distribution p(z). By sampling from p(z), the
generator G produces data representing a synthetic distribution q(x). Given training data D
drawn from a real distribution pD(x), a GAN network aims at learning G so that q(x) is as
close to pD(x) as possible. This is achieved by setting up a zero-sum two-player game with
the discriminator D. The role of D is to distinguish in the most accurate way data coming
from the real versus the synthetic distribution, while G tries to fool D by generating synthetic
data that looks more and more like real.
Following the more general formulation introduced in [25], the GAN learning problem
entails finding the minimax with respect to the pair (G, D) (i.e., the Nash equilibrium), of the
value function defined as
V (G, D) = EpD(x)[f(D(x))] + Ep(z)[f(−D(G(z)))] , (2.1)
where E[·] denotes expectation, and f : R → R is a concave function. By setting f(t) =
− log(1 + exp(−t)) we obtain the original GAN formulation [1]; instead, if f(t) = t we
obtain the Wasserstein GAN [24].
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2.3 Adversarial Latent Autoencoders
We introduce a novel autoencoder architecture by modifying the original GAN paradigm.
We begin by decomposing the generator G and the discriminator D in two networks: F , G,
and E, D, respectively. This means that
G = G ◦ F , and D = D ◦ E , (2.2)
see Figure 2.1. In addition, we assume that the latent spaces at the interface between F and
G, and between E and D are the same, and we indicate them asW . In the most general case
we assume that F is a deterministic map, whereas we allow E and G to be stochastic. In
particular, we assume that G might optionally depend on an independent noisy input η, with
a known fixed distribution pη(η). We indicate with G(w, η) this more general stochastic
generator.
Under the above conditions we now consider the distributions at the output of every
network. The network F simply maps p(z) onto qF (w). At the output of G the distribution






qG(x|w, η)qF (w)pη(η) dη dw , (2.3)
where qG(x|w, η) is the conditional distribution representing G. Similarly, for the output





where qE(w|x) is the conditional distribution representing E. In (2.4) if we replace q(x)
with pD(x) we obtain the distribution qE,D(w), which describes the output of E when the
real data distribution is its input.
Since optimizing (2.1) leads toward the synthetic distribution matching the real one, i.e.,









Figure 2.1: ALAE Architecture. Architecture of an Adversarial Latent Autoencoder.
qE,D(w).
In addition to that, to achieve reciprocity, we want learn such qE (w|x) and qG (x|w) that
maximize marginal likelihood qE(w). We do so by maximizing the expectation of qE (w|x)
over the distribution of qG (x|w) in expectation over the distribution qF (w), where qG (x|w)








Ex∼qG(x|w) log qE (w|x)
]
(2.5)
Computing marginal distribution qE(w) is generally intractable, so we make several
approximations discussed later in 2.3.1.
In this way we could interpret the pair of networks (G,E) as a generator-encoder
network that autoencodes the latent spaceW .
If we incorporate likelihood maximization into the learning process by regularizing the
GAN loss (2.1) with the goal (2.5) via alternating the following two optimizations









Table 2.1: Autoencoder criteria used: (a) for matching the real to the synthetic data distribution; (b) for
setting/learning the latent distribution; (c) for which space reciprocity is achieved.
Autoencoder (a) Data (b) Latent (c) Reciprocity
Distribution Distribution Space
VAE [12, 13] similarity imposed/divergence data
AAE [10] similarity imposed/adversarial data
VAE/GAN [33] similarity imposed/divergence data
VampPrior [32] similarity learned/divergence data
BiGAN [34] adversarial imposed/adversarial adversarial
ALI [7] adversarial imposed/adversarial adversarial
VEEGAN [35] adversarial imposed/divergence latent
AGE [36] adversarial imposed/adversarial latent
IntroVAE [38] adversarial imposed/adversarial data
ALAE (ours) adversarial learned/divergence latent
We refer to a network optimized according to (2.6) (2.7) as an Adversarial Latent Au-
toencoder (ALAE). The building blocks of an ALAE architecture are depicted in Figure 2.1.
2.3.1 Relation with other autoencoders
Data distribution. In architectures composed by an encoder network and a generator
network, the task of the encoder is to map input data onto a space characterized by a latent
distribution, whereas the generator is tasked to map latent codes onto a space described by a
data distribution. Different strategies are used to learn the data distribution. For instance,
some approaches impose a similarity criterion on the output of the generator [12, 13, 10, 32],
or even learn a similarity metric [33]. Other techniques instead, set up an adversarial game
to ensure the generator output matches the training data distribution [34, 7, 35, 36, 38]. This
latter approach is what we use for ALAE.
Latent distribution. For the latent space instead, the common practice is to set a
desired target latent distribution, and then the encoder is trained to match it either by
minimizing a divergence type of similarity [12, 13, 33, 35, 32], or by setting up an adversarial
game [10, 34, 7, 36, 38]. Here is where ALAE takes a fundamentally different approach.
Indeed, we do not impose the latent distribution, i.e., qE(w), to match a target distribution.
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The only condition we set, is given by (2.5). In other words, we do not want F to be the
identity map, and are very much interested in letting the learning process decide what F
should be.
Reciprocity. Another aspect of autoecoders is whether and how they achieve reciprocity.
This property relates to the ability of the architecture to reconstruct a data sample x from
its code w, and vice-versa. Clearly, this requires that x = G(E(x)), or equivalently that
w = E(G(w)). In the first case, the network must contain a reconstruction term that
operates in the data space. In the latter one, the term operates in the latent space. While most
approaches follow the first strategy [12, 13, 10, 33, 38, 32], there are some that implement
the second [35, 36], including ALAE.
Indeed, we can make (2.7) tracktable by assuming distribution qE (w|x) to be factorized
Gaussian. We can compute integral over pη(η) using Monte Carlo integration with one






‖F (z)− E ◦G ◦ F (z)‖22
]
(2.8)
Imposing reciprocity in the latent space gives the significant advantage that simple `2, `1
or other norms can be used effectively, regardless of whether they would be inappropriate
for the data space. For instance, it is well known that element-wise `2 norm on image pixel
differences does not reflect human visual perception. On the other hand, when used in latent
space its meaning is different. For instance, an image translation by a pixel could lead to a
large `2 discrepancy in image space, while in latent space its representation would hardly
change at all. Ultimately, using `2 in image space has been regarded as one of the reasons
why autoencoders have not been as successful as GANs in reconstructing/generating sharp
images [33]. Another way to address the same issue is by imposing reciprocity adversarially,
as it was shown in [34, 7]. Table 2.1 reports a summary of the main characteristics of most

















































Figure 2.2: StyleALAE Architecture. The StyleALAE encoder has Instance Normalization (IN) layers to
extract multiscale style information that is combined into a latent code w via a learnable multilinear map.
2.4 StyleALAE
We use ALAE to build an autoencoder that uses a StyleGAN based generator. For this we
make our latent spaceW play the same role as the intermediate latent space in [2]. Therefore,
our G network becomes the part of StyleGAN depicted on the right side of Figure 2.2. The
left side is a novel architecture that we designed to be the encoder E.
Since at every layer, G is driven by a style input, we design E symmetrically, so that
from a corresponding layer we extract style information. We do so by inserting Instance
Normalization (IN) layers [115], which provide instance averages and standard deviations
for every channel. Specifically, if yEi is the output of the i-th layer of E, the IN module
extracts the statistics µ(yEi ) and σ(y
E
i ) representing the style at that level. The IN module
also provides as output the normalized version of the input, which continues down the
pipeline with no more style information from that level. Given the information flow between
E and G, the architecture is effectively mimicking a multiscale style transfer from E to G,
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with the difference that there is not an extra input image that provides the content [115, 116].
The set of styles that are inputs to the Adaptive Instance Normalization (AdaIN) lay-
ers [115] in G are related linearly to the latent variable w. Therefore, we propose to combine









where the Ci’s are learnable parameters, and N is the number of layers.
Similarly to [22, 2] we use progressive growing. We start from low-resolution images
(4× 4 pixels) and progressively increase the resolution by smoothly blending in new blocks
to E and G. For the F and D networks we implement them using MLPs. The Z andW
spaces, and all layers of F and D have the same dimensionality in all our experiments.
Moreover, for StyleALAE we follow [2], and chose F to have 8 layers, and we set D to
have 3 layers.
Algorithm 1 ALAE Training
1: θF , θG, θE , θD ← Initialize network parameters
2: while not converged do
3: Step I. Update E, and D
4: x← Random mini-batch from dataset
5: z ← Samples from prior N (0, I)






7: θE , θD ← ADAM(∇θD,θEL
E,D
adv , θD, θE , α, β1, β2)
8: Step II. Update F, and G
9: z ← Samples from prior N (0, I)
10: LF,Gadv ← softplus(−D ◦ E ◦G ◦ F (z)))
11: θF , θG ← ADAM(∇θF ,θGL
F,G
adv , θF , θG, α, β1, β2)
12: Step III. Update E, and G
13: z ← Samples from prior N (0, I)
14: LE,Gerror ← ‖F (z)− E ◦G ◦ F (z)‖22




Adversarial losses and regularization. We use a non-saturating loss [1, 26], which in (2.1)
we introduce by setting f(·) to be a SoftPlus function [117]. This is a smooth version
of the rectifier activation function, defined as f(t) = softplus(t) = log(1 + exp(t)). In
addition, we use gradient regularization techniques [118, 26, 119]. We utilize R1 [23, 26],
a zero-centered gradient penalty term which acts only on real data, and is defined as
γ
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EpD(x) [‖∇D ◦ E(x)‖2], where the gradient is taken with respect to the parameters θE and
θD of the networks E and D, respectively.
This regularization prevents the discriminator from creating non-zero gradients orthogo-
nal to the data manifold, which would cause a deviation from the Nash-equilibrium when the
generator produces a distribution close to the real data distribution. With the non-saturating
loss and R1 regularization we observe better convergence and stability compared to the
standard GAN loss [1]. This is in line with what was reported in [2].
Training. In order to optimizate (2.6) (2.7) we use alternating updates. One iteration
is composed of three updating steps: two for (2.6) and one for (2.7). Step I updates the
discriminator (i.e., networks E and D). Step II updates the generator (i.e., networks F
and G). Step III updates the latent space autoencoder (i.e., networks G and E). The
procedural details are summarized in Algorithm 1. For updating the weights we use the
Adam optimizer [120] with β1 = 0.0 and β2 = 0.99, coupled with the learning rate
equalization technique [22] described below. For non-growing architectures (i.e., MLPs)
we use a learning rate of 0.002, and batch size of 128. For growing architectures (i.e.,
StyleALAE) learning rate and batch size depend on the resolution.
Learning rate equalization. We use learning rate equalization as opposed to batch
normalization. The idea is to compensate for different dynamic ranges of the network
parameters. However, we implement it differently than in [22]. There the weights are
initialized with N (0, 1) and scaled dynamically, which means that the scaling operation is
part of the computational graph and participates in the gradient computation. The weights
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are scaled according to the He’s initializer [121], setting ŵi = wi
√
2/ni, where wi are the
weights of the i-th layer, and ni is the number of connections of a response in that layer
(i.e., the fan-in). The benefit here is that the dynamic range of all weights is the same, while
providing a good initialization. The downside is that a scaled copy of all weights should be
computed each forward pass and all gradients should be scaled back each backward pass. In
order to reduce the amount of computation, we take a slightly different route and initialize
the weights with N (0,
√
2/ni), while we correct the learning rate for that scale factor as
η̂i = η
√
2/ni, where η here is a global learning rate, and η̂i is the learning rate corrected for
the i-th layer. In this way the same behaviour is achieved without the need to explicitly store
weights with a normalized dynamic range.
2.6 Experiments
2.6.1 Training details
We implemented our approach with PyTorch [122], code and uncompressed images are
available at https://github.com/wvuvl/ALAE. As a byproduct of our implemen-
tation, we have also reimplemented StyleGAN [2] and PGGAN [22]. To verify that our
implementation matches the original, we have implemented methods for loading the original
StyleGAN weights, and we were able to reproduce the same FID score reported in [2].
Most of the experiments were conducted on a machine with 8× GPU Titan RTX. We
trained StyleALAE on 60000 training samples from the FFHQ [2] dataset for 147 epoch,
from which 18 epochs were spent at resolution 1024× 1024. Starting from resolution 4× 4
we have grown the StyleALAE up to 1024× 1024. When growing to a new resolution level
we used 500k training samples during the transition, and another 500k samples for training
stabilization. Once reached the maximum resolution of 1024× 1024, we continued training
for 1M images. Thus, the total training time measured in images was 10M.
We contrast our training time with the one reported for StyleGAN [2]. At every resolution
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level they used 600k images during the transition, and 600k images for stabilization. Their
total training time was 25M images, and 15M of them were used for training at resolution
1024× 1024. Note that at the same resolution we trained StyleALAE with only 1M images,
so, 15 times less. Unfortunately, our reduced budget did not allow us to train for a longer
time, and we reported all the scores, including the FID score, at 1M training time, while
observing that it was still improving. We regard the large training time difference between
StyleALAE and StyleGAN (1M vs 15M) as likely to be the cause of discrepancy between
the corresponding FID scores.
On the FID score. We would like to point out a major limitation of the FID score as a
measurement for how good are the generations of a GAN. As mentioned above, we verified
that the FID score of StyleGAN is 4.4, when computed as described in [2]. In addition
to that, we computed the FID score between 50000 training samples from FFHQ, and the
10000 images from FFHQ that we use for testing. In this case the FID score is 4.5. This
result suggests that the generations are “closer” to the training distribution than the real
images, which is not true. On the other hand, this result highlights how limited the FID
score is as a metric for generation, and that more research should be done in the future to
come up with more meaningful metrics in this domain.
2.7 Latent space projections
After training ALAE on the permutation-invariant MNIST dataset [124, 125], we projected
the Z space and theW space representations of the training dataset based on t-SNE [123].
The result is depicted in Figure 2.3, where the digit labels are color coded. Since the
distribution of the Z space is a multivariate Gaussian, as expected t-SNE does not unwrap
any manifold structure. However, it can be observed how randomly distributed are the
labels. On the other hand, the t-SNE projection of theW space shows that labels are much
more aggregated in clusters. This seems to suggest that a traversal in theW space should
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(a) Projection of Z space
























(b) Projection ofW space
Figure 2.3: Projections ofZ andW spaces. Qualitatively shows that labels inZ space are arbitrary entangled,




Figure 2.4: MNIST reconstruction. Reconstructions of the permutation-invariant MNIST. Top row: real
images. Middle row: BiGAN reconstructions. Bottom row: ALAE reconstructions. The same MLP
architecture is used in both methods.
lead to a smoother transition in image space, as opposed to a transition performed in the Z
space. This indeed is observed also in Figure 2.5, where we show two type of traversals:
one obtained by interpolating in the Z space, and the other obtained by interpolating the
representation of the same samples, but in theW space.
2.7.1 Representation learning with MLP
We train ALAE with MNIST [124], and then use the feature representation for classification,
reconstruction, and analyzing disentanglement. We use the permutation-invariant setting,
where each 28 × 28 MNIST image is treated as a 784D vector without spatial structure,




Figure 2.5: MNIST traversal. Reconstructions of the interpolations in the Z space, and theW space, between
the same digits. The latter transition appears to be smoother.
Table 2.2: MNIST classification. Classification accuracy (%) on the permutation-invariant MNIST [124]
using 1NN and linear SVM, with same writers (SW) and different writers (DW) settings, and short features
(sf) vs. long features (lf), indicated as sf/lf.
1NN SW Linear SVM SW 1NN DW Linear SVM DW
AE(`1) 97.15/97.43 88.71/97.27 96.84/96.80 89.78/97.72
AE(`2) 97.52/97.37 88.78/97.23 97.05/96.77 89.78/97.72
LR 92.79/97.28 89.74/97.56 91.90/96.69 90.03/97.80
JLR 92.54/97.02 89.23/97.19 91.97/96.45 90.82/97.62
BiGAN [125] 95.83/97.14 90.52/97.59 95.38/96.81 91.34/97.74
ALAE (ours) 93.79/97.61 93.47/98.20 94.59/97.47 94.23/98.64
with a latent space size of 50D. Both networks, E and G have two hidden layers with 1024
units each. In [125] the features used are the activations of the layer before the last of the
encoder, which are 1024D vectors. We refer to those as long features. We also use, as
features, the 50D vectors taken from the latent space,W . We refer to those as short features.
MNIST has an official split into training and testing sets of sizes 60000 and 10000
respectively. We refer to it as different writers (DW) setting since the human writers of
the digits for the training set are different from those who wrote the testing digits. We
consider also a same writers (SW) setting, which uses only the official training split by
further splitting it in two parts: a train split of size 50000 and a test split of size 10000, while
the official testing split is ignored. In SW the pools of writers in the train and test splits
overlap, whereas in DW they do not. This makes SW an easier setting than DW.
Results. We report the accuracy with the 1NN classifier as in [125], and extend those
results by reporting also the accuracy with the linear SVM, because it allows a more direct
analysis of disentanglement. Indeed, we recall that a disentangled representation [126,
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127, 28] refers to a space consisting of linear subspaces, each of which is responsible
for one factor of variation. Therefore, a linear classifier based on a disentangled feature
space should lead to better performance compared to one working on an entangled space.
Table 2.2 summarizes the average accuracy over five trials for ALAE, BiGAN, as well as the
following baselines proposed in [125]: Latent Regressor (LR), Joint Latent Regressor (JLR),
Autoencoders trained to minimize the `2 (AE(`2)) or the `1 (AE(`1)) reconstruction error.
The most significant result of Table 2.2 is drawn by comparing the 1NN with the
corresponding linear SVM columns. Since 1NN does not presume disentanglement in order
to be effective, but linear SVM does, larger performance drops signal stronger entanglement.
ALAE is the approach that remains more stable when switching from 1NN to linear SVM,
suggesting a greater disentanglement of the space. This is true especially for short features,
whereas for long features this effect fades away because linear separability grows.
We also note that ALAE does not always provide the best accuracy, and the baseline
AE (especially AE(`2)) does well with 1NN, and more so with short features. This might
be explained by the baseline AE learning a representation that is closer to a discriminative
one. Other approaches instead focus more on learning representations for drawing synthetic
random samples, which are likely richer, but less discriminative. This effect also fades for
longer features.
Another observation is about SW vs. DW. 1NN generalizes less effectively for DW, as
expected, but linear SVM provides a small improvement. This is unclear, but we speculate
that DW might have fewer writers in the test set, and potentially slightly less challenging.
Figure 2.4 shows qualitative reconstruction results. It can be seen that BiGAN recon-
structions are subject to semantic label flipping much more often than ALAE. Finally,
Figure 2.5 shows two traversals: one obtained by interpolating in the Z space, and the other
by interpolating in the W space. The second shows a smoother image space transition,









FID [128] 15.15 19.28 7.55 17.78
LPIPS [8] 0.3266 0.3226 0.3923 0.7700
Table 2.3: Ablation study. FID scores (lower is better) measured on CelebA [129] at resolution 128× 128.
2.8 Ablation
We perform an ablation study using 128 × 128 crops from the CelebA [104] dataset. We
analyze the behavior of StyleALAE for the cases when:
• The style-based encoder is replaced by a regular encoder, with an architecture similar
to the discriminator network of StyleGAN (denoted as ALAE no-style).
• The encoder E is not part of the discriminator pipeline and is not included in the
minimax game. This architecture is similar to the Latent Regressor defined in [34];
however, in our case it still uses heW space (denoted as ALAE LR).
• The latent space distribution is imposed. This means that the Z space is the latent
space, notW . Consequently, also the reciprocity is imposed in the Z space (denoted
as ALAE Z).
Table 2.5 shows the FID [128] and LPIPS [8] scores for the four configurations of
the ALAE architecture. As it can be seen, the style-based encoder helps with the FID
score, compared with ALAE no-style, indicating that it better allows to capture the training
distribution. Similarly, the FID score also increases when the latent space distribution is
imposed, as shown in ALAE Z . On the other hand, the FID score decreases for ALAE LR.
This can be explained because that architecture is more directly focussed on learning the
distribution of the training set, just like a regular GAN architecture is. In ALAE instead, the
encoder participates in the minimax game, making it harder for the generator to learn the
training distribution. However, ALAE LR pays a price: the encoder is fully trained with







Figure 2.6: CelebA reconstructions. Qualitative results for CelebA reconstructions. Top row: real images.
Second row: ALAE reconstructions. Third row: ALAE no-style reconstructions. Fourth row: ALAE LR
reconstructions. Last row: ALAE Z reconstructions. In can be noted how ALAE LR produces reconstructions
that look fairly good, but resemble less the original subject. For ALAE Z instead, besides diminished
resemblance with the original subject, the reconstructions definitely look more degraded.
Figure 2.7: FFHQ reconstructions. Reconstructions of unseen images with StyleALAE trained on FFHQ [2]
at 1024× 1024.
real images well. This is reflected in the higher LPIPS score, and in the reconstructions in
Figure 2.10. About ALAE Z instead, again, imposing the latent distribution does not help
even with the LPIPS score, as it is also visible in the reconstructions in Figure 2.10.
In ALAE no-le we show how in the case of MNIST, even if we do not use the learning
equalization we obtain comparable results. On the other hand, in our experiments with
larger networks like for StyleALAE, we have observed that adding learning equalization
generally provides for greater performance increases. For ALAE Z instead, we witness a
clear deterioration of the performance. In particular, with short features the linear SVM
performs much worse, highlighting a much more entangled space.
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StyleGAN [2] 4.40 2.65
PGGAN [22] - 8.34
IntroVAE [38] - 8.84
Pioneer [131] - 18.39
Balanced Pioneer [132] - 17.89
StyleALAE Generation 13.09 17.13
StyleALAE Reconstruction 16.52 15.92
2.8.1 Learning style representations
FFHQ. We evaluate StyleALAE with the FFHQ [2] dataset. It is very recent and consists of
70000 images of people faces aligned and cropped at resolution of 1024× 1024. In contrast
to [2], we split FFHQ into a training set of 60000 images and a testing set of 10000 images.
We do so in order to measure the reconstruction quality for which we need images that were
not used during training.
We implemented our approach with PyTorch. Most of the experiments were conducted
on a machine with 4× GPU Titan X, but for training the models at resolution 1024× 1024
we used a server with 8× GPU Titan RTX. We trained StyleALAE for 147 epochs, 18
of which were spent at resolution 1024 × 1024. Starting from resolution 4 × 4 we grew
StyleALAE up to 1024 × 1024. When growing to a new resolution level we used 500k
training samples during the transition, and another 500k samples for training stabilization.
Once reached the maximum resolution of 1024×1024, we continued training for 1M images.
Thus, the total training time measured in images was 10M. In contrast, the total training time
for StyleGAN [2] was 25M images, and 15M of them were used at resolution 1024× 1024.
At the same resolution we trained StyleALAE with only 1M images, so, 15 times less. It
takes slightly over two days to reach resolution 512 × 512 and slightly over two days to
continue training and reach resolution 1024× 1024 on a machine with 8 X Titan RTX.
Table 2.4 reports the FID score [128] for generations and reconstructions. Source images
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Table 2.5: PPL. Perceptual path lengths on FFHQ measured in the Z and theW spaces (lower is better).
Method Path lengthfull end
StyleGAN Z 412.0 415.3
StyleGAN no mixingW 200.5 160.6
StyleGAN W 231.5 182.1
StyleALAE Z 300.5 292.0
StyleALAE W 134.5 103.4
Figure 2.8: FFHQ generations. Generations with StyleALAE trained on FFHQ [2] at 1024× 1024.
for reconstructions are from the test set and were not used during training. The scores of
StyleALAE are higher, and we regard the large training time difference between StyleALAE
and StyleGAN (1M vs 15M) as the likely cause of the discrepancy.
Table 2.5 reports the perceptual path length (PPL) [2] of SyleALAE. This is a mea-
Table 2.6: Comparison of FID and PPL scores for CelebA-HQ images at 256×256 (lower is better). FID is
based on 50,000 generated samples compared to training samples.
FID PPL
full
PGGAN [22] 8.03 229.2
GLOW [40] 68.93 219.6
PIONEER [131] 39.17 155.2
Balanced PIONEER [132] 25.25 146.2
StyleALAE (ours) 19.21 33.29
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surement of the degree of disentanglement of representations. We compute the values for
representations in theW and the Z space, where StyleALAE is trained with style mixing in
both cases. The StyleGAN score measured in Z corresponds to a traditional network, and
inW for a style-based one. We see that the PPL drops from Z toW , indicating thatW is
perceptually more linear than Z , thus less entangled. Also, note that for our models the PPL
is lower, despite the higher FID scores.
Figure 2.8 shows a random collection of generations obtained from StyleALAE. Fig-
ure 2.7 instead shows a collection of reconstructions.
Figure 2.11 instead shows traversals based on principal directions along CelebA-HQ
attributes. The principal directions are obtained in this way. Given an attribute (e.g.,
old/young), we train a binary linear SVM classifier that distinguishes old vs young people,
based on the latent space representation. We then use the direction orthogonal to the SVM
separating boundary as the principal direction of variation for that attribute. Then, given an
image, we compute the latent representation, and add to it a variation along the principal
direction of variation. We can then draw noise and use the generator network to generate
face images.
In Figure 2.12 instead, we repeat the style mixing experiment in [2], but with real images
as sources and destinations for style combinations. We note that the original images are faces
of celebrities that we downloaded from the internet. Therefore, they are not part of FFHQ,
and come from a different distribution. Indeed, FFHQ is made of face images obtained from
Flickr.com depicting non-celebrity people. Often the faces do not wear any makeup, neither
have the images been altered (e.g., with Photoshop). Moreover, the imaging conditions of
the FFHQ acquisitions are very different from typical photoshoot stages, where professional
equipment is used. Despite this change of image statistics, we observe that StyleALAE
works effectively on both reconstruction and mixing.
LSUN. We evaluated StyleALAE with LSUN Bedroom [130]. Figure 2.9 shows genera-
tions and reconstructions from unseen images during training. Table 2.4 reports the FID
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Figure 2.9: LSUN generations and reconstructions. Generations (first row), and reconstructions using
StyleALAE trained on LSUN Bedroom [130] at resolution 256× 256.
scores on the generations and the reconstructions.
CelebA-HQ. CelebA-HQ [22] is an improved subset of CelebA [104] consisting of
30000 images at resolution 1024× 1024. We follow [131, 132, 40, 22] and use CelebA-HQ
downscaled to 256 × 256 with training/testing split of 27000/3000. Table 2.6 reports the
FID and PPL scores, and Figure 2.10 compares StyleALE reconstructions of unseen faces
with two other approaches.
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Figure 2.10: CelebA-HQ reconstructions. CelebA-HQ reconstructions of unseen samples at resolution
256× 256. Top row: real images. Second row: StyleALAE. Third row: Balanced PIONEER [132]. Last row:










Figure 2.11: Attribute traversals. Qualitative results for reconstructions and attribute traversals on FFHQ
dataset at resolution 1024 × 1024. Reconstructions from images that are not part of FFHQ. Left column:
real images. Columns from the second to the last one: StyleALAE reconstructions of the source image
with feature corresponding to an attribute being modified. The W representation of the input image was
modified by adding/subtracting a vector that was identified as principal direction for the selected attribute. All
manipulations on the spaceW are linear. All directions were determined as perpendiculars to the decision











































Figure 2.12: Two sets of real images were picked to form the Source set and the Destination set. The rest of
the images were generated by copying specified subset of styles from the Source set into the Destination set.
This experiment repeats the one from [2], but with real images. Copying the coarse styles brings high-level
aspects such as pose, general hair style, and face shape from Source set, while all colors (eyes, hair, lighting)
and finer facial features resemble the Destination set. Instead, if we copy middle styles from the Source set, we
inherit smaller scale facial features like hair style, eyes open/closed from Source, while the pose, and general
face shape from Destination are preserved. Finally, copying the fine styles from the Source set brings mainly







Novelty detection is the problem of identifying whether a new data point is considered to be
an inlier or an outlier. From a statistical point of view this process usually occurs while prior
knowledge of the distribution of inliers is the only information available. This is also the
most difficult and relevant scenario because outliers are often very rare, or even dangerous to
experience (e.g., in industry process fault detection [133]), and there is a need to rely only on
inlier training data. Novelty detection has received significant attention in application areas
such as medical diagnoses [134], drug discovery [135], and among others, several computer
vision applications, such as anomaly detection in images [49, 136], videos [137], and outlier
detection [56, 138]. We refer to [139] for a general review on novelty detection. The most
recent approaches are based on learning deep network architectures [55, 57], and they tend
to either learn a one-class classifier [140, 57], or to somehow leverage as novelty score, the
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reconstruction error of the encoder-decoder architecture they are based on [141, 56].
In this work, we introduce a new encoder-decoder architecture as well, which is based on
adversarial autoencoders [142]. However, we do not train a one-class classifier, instead, we
learn the probability distribution of the inliers. Therefore, the novelty test simply becomes
the evaluation of the probability of a test sample, and rare samples (outliers) fall below
a given threshold. We show that this approach allows us to effectively use the decoder
network to learn the parameterized manifold shaping the inlier distribution, in conjunction
with the probability distribution of the (parameterizing) latent space. The approach is made
computationally feasible because for a given test sample we linearize the manifold, and show
that with respect to the local manifold coordinates the data model distribution factorizes
into a component dependent on the manifold (decoder network plus latent distribution), and
another one dependent on the noise, which can also be learned offline.
We named the approach generative probabilistic novelty detection (GPND) because we
compute the probability distribution of the full model, which includes the signal plus noise
portion, and because it relies on being able to also generate data samples. We are mostly
concerned with novelty detection using images, and with controlling the distribution of
the latent space to ensure good generative reproduction of the inlier distribution. This is
essential not so much to ensure good image generation, but for the correct computation of
the novelty score. This aspect has been overlooked by the deep learning literature so far,
since the focus has been only on leveraging the reconstruction error. We do leverage that
as well, but we show in our framework that the reconstruction error affects only the noise
portion of the model. In order to control the latent distribution and image generation we
learn an adversarial autoencoder network with two discriminators that address these two
issues.
Section 3.2 introduces the GPND framework, and Section 3.3 describes the training
and architecture of the adversarial autoencoder network. Section 3.5 describe a rich set of
experiments showing that GPND is very effective and produces state-of-the-art results on
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Figure 3.1: Manifold schematic representa-
tion. This figure shows connection between the
parametrized manifoldM, its tangent space T , data
point x and its projection x‖.
Input:
Reconstruction:
Label “7” - inlier
Label “0” - outlier
Input:
Reconstruction:
Figure 3.2: Reconstruction of inliers and outliers.
This figure showns reconstructions for the autoen-
coder network that was trained on inlier of label "7"
of MNIST [143] dataset. First line is input of inliers
of label "7", the second line shows corresponding re-
constructions. The third line corresponds to input of
outlier of label "0" and the forth line, corresponding
reconstructions.
several benchmarks.
3.2 Generative Probabilistic Novelty Detection
We assume that training data points x1, . . . , xN , where xi ∈ Rm, are sampled, possibly with
noise ξi, from the model
xi = f(zi) + ξi i = 1, · · · , N , (3.1)
where zi ∈ Ω ⊂ Rn. The mapping f : Ω → Rm defines M ≡ f(Ω), which is a
parameterized manifold of dimension n, with n < m. We also assume that the Jacobi matrix
of f is full rank at every point of the manifold. In addition, we assume that there is another
mapping g : Rm → Rn, such that for every x ∈ M, it follows that f(g(x)) = x, which
means that g acts as the inverse of f on such points.
Given a new data point x̄ ∈ Rm, we design a novelty test to assert whether x̄ was
sampled from model (3.1). We begin by observing that x̄ can be non-linearly projected onto
x̄‖ ∈M via x̄‖ = f(z̄), where z̄ = g(x̄). Assuming f to be smooth enough, we perform a
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Figure 3.3: Projection of the sample datapoint. This figure shows that projection of the input data point can
be represented as a sequence of applying functions f and g.
linearization based on its first-order Taylor expansion
f(z) = f(z̄) + Jf (z̄)(z − z̄) +O(‖z − z̄‖2) , (3.2)
where Jf (z̄) is the Jacobi matrix computed at z̄, and ‖ · ‖ is the L2 norm. We note that
T = span(Jf (z̄)) represents the tangent space of f at x̄‖ that is spanned by the n independent
column vectors of Jf (z̄), see Figure 3.1. Also, we have T = span(U‖), where Jf (z̄) =
U‖SV > is the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the Jacobi matrix. The matrix U‖ has
rank n, and if we define U⊥ such that U = [U‖U⊥] is a unitary matrix, we can represent the
data point x̄ with respect to the local coordinates that define the tangent space T , and its
orthogonal complement T ⊥.
This is done by computing









where the rotated coordinates w̄ are decomposed into w̄‖, which are parallel to T , and w̄⊥
which are orthogonal to T .
We now indicate with pX(x) the probability density function describing the random
variableX , from which training data points have been drawn. Also, pW (w) is the probability
density function of the random variable W representing X after the change of coordinates.
The two distributions are identical. However, we make the assumption that the coordinates
W ‖, which are parallel to T , and the coordinates W⊥, which are orthogonal to T , are
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statistically independent. This means that the following holds
pX(x) = pW (w) = pW (w
‖, w⊥) = pW ‖(w
‖)pW⊥(w
⊥) . (3.4)
This is motivated by the fact that in (3.1) the noise ξ is assumed to predominantly deviate
the point x away from the manifoldM in a direction orthogonal to T . This means that
W⊥ is primarely responsible for the noise effects, and since noise and drawing from the
manifold are statistically independent, so are W ‖ and W⊥.
From (3.4), given a new data point x̄, we propose to perform novelty detection by
executing the following test
pX(x̄) = pW ‖(w̄
‖)pW⊥(w̄
⊥) =
 ≥ γ =⇒ Inlier< γ =⇒ Outlier (3.5)
where γ is a suitable threshold.
3.2.1 Computing the distribution of data samples
The novelty detector (3.5) requires the computation of pW ‖(w‖) and pW⊥(w⊥). Given a test
data point x̄ ∈ Rm its non-linear projection ontoM is x̄‖ = f(g(x̄)). Therefore, w̄‖ can
be written as w̄‖ = U‖>x̄ = U‖>(x̄ − x̄‖) + U‖>x̄‖ = U‖>x̄‖, where we have made the
approximation that U‖>(x̄ − x̄‖) ≈ 0. Since x̄‖ ∈ M, then in its neighborhood it can be
parameterized as in (3.2), which means that w‖(z) = U‖>f(z̄)+SV >(z− z̄)+O(‖z− z̄‖2).
Therefore, if Z represents the random variable from which samples are drawn from the
parameterized manifold, and pZ(z) is its probability density function, then it follows that
pW ‖(w
‖) = |detS−1| pZ(z) , (3.6)
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since V is a unitary matrix. We note that pZ(z) is a quantity that is independent from the
linearization (3.2), and therefore it can be learned offline, as explained in Section 3.4.
In order to compute pW⊥(w⊥), we approximate it with its average over the hypersphere












where Γ(·) represents the gamma function. This is motivated by the fact that noise of a given
intensity will be equally present in every direction. Moreover, its computation depends on
p‖W⊥‖(‖w⊥‖), which is the distribution of the norms of w⊥, and which can easily be learned
offline by histogramming the norms of w̄⊥ = U⊥>x̄.
3.3 Manifold learning with adversarial autoencoders
In this section we describe the network architecture and the training procedure for learning
the mapping f that define the parameterized manifoldM, and also the mapping g. The
mappings g and f represent and are modeled by an encoder network, and a decoder network,
respectively. Similarly to previous work on novelty detection [144, 145, 146, 56, 57, 141],
such networks are based on autoencoders [147, 3].
The autoencoder network and training should be such that they reproduce the manifold
M as closely as possible. For instance, ifM represents the distribution of images depicting
a certain object category, we would want the estimated encoder and decoder to be able to
generate images as if they were drawn from the real distribution. Differently from previous
work, we require the latent space, represented by z, to be close to a known distribution,
preferably a normal distribution, and we would also want each of the components of z to be
maximally informative, which is why we require them to be independent random variables.
Doing so facilitates learning a distribution pZ(z) from training data mapped onto the latent













Figure 3.4: AAE based architecture of the network for manifold learning as presented in our NeurIPS
2018 paper [71]. It is based on Adversarial Autoencoders (AAE) [142] and additionaly has a discriminator




Convolutional Layers Fully connected Layers
Encoder Decoder
Novelty detector
Figure 3.5: Inference time architecture. Architecture for performing novelty test as presented in our NeurIPS
2018 paper [71]. Only two networks remained from the training step: encoder g and decoder f .
from pZ(z) we would generate data points x ∈M. Note that differently from GANs [54]
we also require an encoder function g.
Variational Auto-Encoders (VAEs) [9] are known to work well in the presence of
continuous latent variables, and they can generate data from a randomly sampled latent
space. VAEs utilize stochastic variational inference and minimize the Kullback-Leibler (KL)
divergence penalty to impose a prior distribution on the latent space that encourages the
encoder to learn the modes of the prior distribution. Adversarial Autoencoders (AAEs) [142],
in contrast to VAEs, use an adversarial training paradigm to match the posterior distribution
of the latent space with the given distribution. One of the advantages of AAEs over
VAEs is that the adversarial training procedure encourages the encoder to match the whole









Figure 3.6: Architecture of the network for manifold learning. It is based on Adversarial Latent Autoen-
coders (ALAE) [101] and similarly to Adversarial Autoencoders (AAE) [142] has additional discriminator






Figure 3.7: Inference time architecture. Architecture for performing novelty test. Only two networks
remained from the training step: encoder g and decoder f .
Similarly to AAEs, PixelGAN autoencoders [148] introduce the adversarial component
to impose a prior distribution on the latent code, but the architecture is significantly different
since it is conditioned on the latent code.
Our initial version of GPND, as in our NeurIPS 2018 paper [71], uses architecture based
on AAE presented in 3.4 and 3.5.
Unfortunately, since we are concerned with working with images, both AAEs and VAEs
tend to produce examples that are often far from the real data manifold.
3.3.1 GPND with Adversarial Autoencoders
We start from a basic AAE architecture and similarly to [149, 57] we add an adversarial
training criterion to match the output of the decoder with the distribution of real data. This
allows us to reduce blurriness and add more local details to the generated images.
Our full objective consists of three terms. First, we use an adversarial loss for matching
the distribution of the latent space with the prior distribution, which is a normal with 0
mean, and standard deviation 1, N (0, 1). Second, we use an adversarial loss for matching
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the distribution of the decoded images from z and the known, training data distribution.
Third, we use an autoencoder loss between the decoded images and the encoded input image.
Figure 3.4 shows the architecture configuration.
Adversarial losses
For the discriminator Dz, we use the following adversarial loss:
Ladv−dz(x, g,Dz) = E[log(Dz(N (0, 1)))] + E[log(1−Dz(g(x)))] , (3.8)
where the encoder g tries to encode x to a z with distribution close to N (0, 1). Dz aims to
distinguish between the encoding produced by g and the prior normal distribution. Hence, g
tries to minimize this objective against an adversary Dz that tries to maximize it.
Similarly, we add the adversarial loss for the discriminator Dx:
Ladv−dx(x,Dx, f) = E[log(Dx(x))] + E[log(1−Dx(f(N (0, 1))))] , (3.9)
where the decoder f tries to generate x from a normal distributionN (0, 1), in a way that x is
as if it was sampled from the real distribution. Dx aims to distinguish between the decoding
generated by f and the real data points x. Hence, f tries to minimize this objective against
an adversary Dx that tries to maximize it.
Autoencoder loss
We also optimize jointly the encoder g and the decoder f so that we minimize the recon-
struction error for the input x that belongs to the known data distribution.
Lerror(x, g, f) = −Ez[log(p(f(g(x))|x))] , (3.10)
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where Lerror is minus the expected log-likelihood, i.e., the reconstruction error. This loss
does not have an adversarial component but it is essential to train an autoencoder. By
minimizing this loss we encourage g and f to better approximate the real manifold.
Full objective
The combination of all the previous losses gives
L(x, g,Dz, Dx, f) = Ladv−dz(x, g,Dz) + Ladv−dx(x,Dx, f) + λLerror(x, g, f) , (3.11)
where λ is a parameter that strikes a balance between the reconstruction and the other
losses. The autoencoder network is obtained by minimizing (3.11), giving:




L(x, g,Dz, Dx, f) . (3.12)
The model is trained using stochastic gradient descent by doing alternative updates of
each component as follows
• Maximize Ladv−dx by updating weights of Dx;
• Minimize Ladv−dx by updating weights of f ;
• Maximize Ladv−dz by updating weights of Dz;
• Minimize Lerror and Ladv−dz by updating weights of g and f .
3.3.2 GPND with Adversarial Latent Autoencoders
Unfortunately, the presented modified AAE approach still tends to produce examples that
are often far from the real data manifold.
This is because the reciprocity of the network is achieved only from a reconstruction
loss that is typically a pixel-wise similarity loss between input and output image. Such
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loss often causes the generated images to be blurry, which has a negative effect on the
proposed approach. The blurriness of reconstructions is typical for VAEs, AAE, and
other autoencoders that achieve reciprocity with a similarity criterion in image space.
The main reason for this is explicit likelihood training paradigm [150] as apposed to
implicit. Likelihood maximization combined with poor decoder distribution results in blurry
reconstructions. Practically, the only feasible decoder distribution for VAEs is factorized
Gaussian distribution, where all pixels are assumed independent, which makes likelihood
maximization equivalent to MSE minimization.
We updated the GPND architecture and we utilize paradigm, where the reciprocity is
achieved in latent space [151, 152, 101], as opposed to image space. We adopt architec-
ture from [101], which is distinctive from other autoencoder architectures by enforcing
reciprocity in latent space, not in image space, which eliminates the need for pixel-wise
reconstruction loss. Moreover, we also combine the adversarial training criterion with AAEs,
which results in having two adversarial losses: one to impose a prior on the latent space
distribution, and the second one to impose a prior on the output distribution.
Our full objective consists of three terms. First, we use an adversarial loss for matching
the distribution of the latent space with the prior distribution, which is a normal with 0 mean,
and standard deviation 1, N (0, 1). Second, we use an adversarial loss for matching the
distribution of the images decoded from normal distribution and the known training data
distribution. Third, we impose reciprocity on the latent space using `2 loss on latent vector
reconstruction error. Figure 3.6 shows the architecture configuration.
Adversarial Latent Autoencoders
We use the architecture of Adversarial Latent Autoencoders, introduced in [101], which
we modify in two ways. First, we eliminate intermediate spaceW and function F , for the
following reasons. Distribution of the intermediate space is unconstrained, thus computing
pw(w), w ∈ W would require as to use chain rule and find the inverse of F function.
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Function F is a normalizing flow and can be reversed, but unfortunately, in practice, that
gives highly unstable results. Computing F−1(E(x)) of an input x results in values that
have an extremely low probability of being sampled from the normal distribution. We think
that it is likely the case is E(x) returns point that does not lie perfectly on the manifold
F (z), z ∈ N (0, 1), and the error gets amplified a lot due to the computing of the inverse
mapping F−1. Eliminating the intermediate spaceW and function F means that we train
the encoder E to regress back to Z space directly. The proposed architecture consist of
four networks: generator f , encoder g, discriminator D and z-space discriminator Dz.
Discriminator D together with encoder g work on aligning distribution of the output of
the generator with real data distribution, while z-space discriminator Dz aims at aligning
distribution of the encoder output with normal distribution.
Adversarial losses
According to generalized GAN formulation [25], the value function V (G, D) of the minimax
game for a generic GAN can be defined as
V (G, D) = EpD(x)[η(D(x))] + Ep(z)[η(−D(G(z)))] , (3.13)
where η : R→ R is a concave function.
Following [101], we decompose the discriminator network D into two other networks: g
and D, see Figure 3.6. This means that D = D ◦ g. We assume that the latent space on the
input of generator network f and interface between g and D are the same and we indicate
them as Z .
Consequently, the two alternating minimax games of the proposed architecture can be
defined as followes using the generalized value function V (·, ·):
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minf maxg,D V (f,D ◦ g) (3.14)
ming maxDz V (g ◦ f,Dz) (3.15)
When training g and D, real data is data coming from the image samples of the dataset.
When training g and Dz - real data is data sampled from the normal distribution.
Distribution alignment




qf (x|z)pZ(z)dz , (3.16)
where distribution qf (x|z) represents generator network f and pZ(z) is probability density
of the normal distribution N (0, 1). Thus, the output of the encoder network g, when fed





where distribution qg(z|x) represents encoder network g. Adversarial training aims to bring
close distribitions of q(x) and distribution of real data pD(x), and consequently that lead to
qg(z) = qg,D(z), where qg,D(z) is marginal distribution of the output of encoder network,
when fed with real data, e.g. when in (2.4) q(x) is replaced with pD(x). Additionaly to that,




In order to achieve reciprocity, we learn such qg (z|x) and qf (x|z) that maximize marginal
likelihood qg(z). Simultaneously to optimizing two GAN losses, we also maximize the





Ex∼qf (z|w) log qg (z|x)
]
(3.18)
Assuming the encoder distribution qg (z|x) to be factorised Gaussian, equation (3.18)
becomes MSE loss in latent space Z:
arg min
g,f
Ez∼N (0,1)‖z − g ◦ f(z)‖22 (3.19)
Autoencoder training
Following [153, 101] we use non-saturating loss [54] and set η(·) to a softplus function
η(t) = log(1 + exp(t)). In addition, we utilize R1 gradient regularization techniques [118,
26, 119], which is a zero-centered gradient penalty term which is computed only on real
data applied only to the networks g, D, Dz.
Following [22, 153, 101] we use learning rate equalization we find it a crucial component
for stable GAN training. We implement learning rate equalization, described in [22] by
changing the learning rate for each layer individually, ensuring that all layers are trained at
the same speed. This slightly differs from learning rate equalization implemented in [22],
because we eliminate intermediate weight scaling operation, more details are explained in
[101]
The model is trained using stochastic gradient descent by doing alternations of three
steps:
• Adversarial step. Updating encoder g and discriminator D. Simultaneously maximize
V (f,D ◦ g) and minimize V (g ◦ f,Dz) with respect to weights of g and D;
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• Adversarial step. Updating generator f and discriminator Dz. Simultaneously min-
imize V (f,D ◦ g) and maximize V (g ◦ f,Dz) with respect to weights of f and
Dz;
• Reciprocal step. Updating encoder-generator pair. Minimize ‖z − g ◦ f(z)‖22 by
updating weights of f and g.
See Figure 3.6 for details.
3.3.3 Performing inference
During the inference, the input data is fed into encoder network g and then to generator
network f , hence the other two discriminator networks are dropped. The resulting latent
space and the reconstruction space is used to perform a novelty test, see Figure 3.7.
3.4 Implementation Details and Complexity
The novelty detector (3.5) requires the computation of pW ‖(w‖) and pW⊥(w⊥). Given a test
data point x̄ ∈ Rm its non-linear projection ontoM is x̄‖ = f(g(x̄)).
As reflected in 3.3, w̄‖ is a component of w̄ that is parallel to the tangent space T , that
is defined as w̄‖ = U‖>x̄. Similarly, as reflected in 3.3, w̄⊥ is a component of w̄ that is
orthogonal to the tangent space T , that is defined as w̄⊥ = U⊥>x̄.
We note that since U⊥ is a null space of the linearization of f(z) at the point z̄, s.t.
x̄‖ = f(z̄), thus:
U⊥
>
x̄‖ = 0 , (3.20)
Eq. 3.20 means that distance between x‖ and the tangent plane T is zero.
We introduce x̄⊥ = x̄− x̄‖ - which is a vector connecting x̄ and its projection onto the
manifoldM - x̄‖. Thus, x̄‖ lies in the span of U‖ and x̄⊥ lies in the span of U⊥. Since
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bases U‖ and U⊥ are orthogonal, points x̄‖ and x̄⊥ are also orthogonal. Thus, the difference
between x̄ and its projection x̄‖ fully lies in the complement to the tangent space T >, so
that projection of the difference onto the tangent spaces is zero:
U‖
>
(x̄− x̄‖) = U‖>x̄⊥ = 0 , (3.21)





(x̄⊥ + x̄‖) = U‖
>
x̄‖ (3.22)





x̄− U⊥>x̄‖ = U⊥>(x̄− x̄‖) (3.23)
On the other hand, as discussed in 3.2.1, in order to compute pW⊥(w⊥), we approximate
it with its average over the hypersphere Sm−n−1 of radius ‖w⊥‖, thus we are interested only
in euclidean norm of w̄⊥.
Taking into account that bases U‖ and U⊥ are orthogonal and according to pythagoras
theorem:
‖U>(x̄− x̄‖)‖2 = ‖U‖>(x̄− x̄‖)‖2 + ‖U⊥>(x̄− x̄‖)‖2 (3.24)
Using 3.21 we can further conclude that:
‖U>(x̄− x̄‖)‖ = ‖U⊥>(x̄− x̄‖)‖ (3.25)
Since U is a unitary matrix an thus it does not change length of the vector:
‖x̄− x̄‖‖ = ‖U⊥>(x̄− x̄‖)‖ (3.26)
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Thus from 3.23 and 3.26 we derive that euclidian norm of w̄⊥ equals to reconstruction
error:
‖w̄⊥‖ = ‖x̄− x̄‖‖ (3.27)











p‖W⊥‖(‖x̄− x̄‖‖) , (3.28)
This means that we don’t need to compute Full-SVD in order to obtain U⊥, neither we
need to compute w̄⊥ or w̄‖.
Taking into account 3.22 we transform 3.2 by multiplying both sides by U‖> and





U‖SV >(z̄)(z − z̄)
+ U‖
>
O(‖z − z̄‖2) ,
= U‖
>
f(z̄) + SV >(z̄)(z − z̄)
+ U‖
>
O(‖z − z̄‖2) ,
(3.29)
Therefore, if Z represents the random variable from which samples are drawn from the
parameterized manifold, and pZ(z) is its probability density function, then it follows that
pW ‖(w
‖) = |detS−1| pZ(z) , (3.30)
Since V is a unitary matrix. We note that pZ(z) is a quantity that is independent of the
linearization (3.2), and therefore it can be learned offline.
After learning the autoencoder network, by mapping the training set onto the latent space
through g, we fit to the data a generalized Gaussian distribution and estimate pZ(z).
Computing a derivative, i.e. the Jacoby matrix Jf , can be done numerically or using
autograd capabilities of the deep learning frameworks. In the case of numerical computation
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with central differences it will require 2 ·n of forward passes. If autograd is used, then it will
require m backward passes, since all practical implementations of autograd in deeplearning
frameworks can only compute derivative of a scalar. Thus both cases are very slow and in
m+1 or 2 ·n+1 times slower compared to single forward pass. If we ignore the component
|detS−1|, single forward pass is enough for the rest of the computations.
Experimentally we found that component |detS−1| has minor contribution, and we
demonstrate that in the ablation study subsection 3.5.2. For the rest of the experimental




‖) ≈ pZ(z) , (3.31)
Thus, this approximation completely eliminates need for computing Jacoby matrix Jf
and SVD. For the detection test 3.5 we compute log likelihood of the test data point as
follows:
log pX(x) = log pZ(z)− (m− n) log(‖x̄− x̄‖‖)
+ log p‖W⊥‖(‖x̄− x̄‖‖)
+ C .
(3.32)







log 2π. We compute log-likelihood up to a constant C
that we ignore because of the tuneable threshold in the detection test.
In addition, by histogramming the quantities ‖x− x‖‖ we estimate p‖W⊥‖(x− x‖). The
entire training procedure takes about 4 hours with a high-end PC with one NVIDIA TITAN
X for a MNIST-like dataset.
When a sample is tested, the procedure entails mainly computing a forward pass of the
autoencoder. The computational cost of evaluating 3.32 is neglectable compared to the cost
of the forward pass.
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Table 3.1: Results of tuning α and β parameters on validation set of MNIST dataset.
Digits Mean SD
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
α 11.73 11.02 9.495 17.19 4.333 17.45 17.55 17.34 15.84 13.05 13.45 4.68
β 0.3807 0.4994 0.1765 0.4937 0.5665 0.4327 0.6939 0.4295 0.2848 0.4273 0.4397 0.1517
3.4.1 Model correction
Experimentally we found that performance of the method can be significantly improved
by utilizing model correction described below. In 3.2.1, one of the assumptions was that
noise will be equally present in every direction, which is a strong assumption that generally
would not hold, leading to wrong exponents in 3.7. To compensate for that, we suggest to
modify 3.32 with tunable parameters: α, and β.
log pX(x) =α log pZ(z)− β(m− n) log(‖x̄− x̄‖‖)
+ log p‖W⊥‖(‖x̄− x̄‖‖)
+ C .
(3.33)
We found that those parameters are not very sensible to the data, and we use α = 13,
and β = 0.4. This pair of parameters was found by taking the average of optimals among all
classes of MNIST dataset, but was also used for experiments on CIFAR-10, FashionMNIST,
and Coil-100 datasets. Table 3.5 and Table 3.6 show also results obtained by tuning α, and
β on validation set and results obtained without tuning, by setting α = 13, and β = 0.4. For
each digit, using grid search, we found optimal pair of α, and β on validation set. The mean
values of the optimal parameters α, and β are 13.45 and 0.4397 with standard deviation of
4.68 and 0.1517, see Table 3.1.
3.5 Experiments
We evaluate our novelty detection approach, which we call Generative Probabilistic Novelty
Detection (GPND), against several state-of-the-art approaches and with several performance
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measures. Our initial version of GPND, as in our NeurIPS 2018 paper [71] as described
in 3.3.1, we call GPND AAE.
We evaluate performance in one-class novelty detection setting using F1 measure and
the area for the ROC curve (AUROC). In addition to that, under the out-of-distribution
setting we also use the FPR at 95% TPR (i.e., the probability of an outlier to be misclassified
as inlier), the Detection Error (i.e., the misclassification probability when TPR is 95%),
and the area under the precision-recall curve (AUPR) when inliers (AUPR-In) or outliers
(AUPR-Out) are specified as positives. All reported results are from our publicly available
implementation1 and the initial version of GPND, as in our NeurIPS 2018 paper [71] is
available at2, based on the deep machine learning framework PyTorch [122].
For one class novelty detection we implement Protocol 1 and Protocol 2 setting [154].
Protocol 1 : Dataset is split into training, validation, and testing sets at random. Testing
set contains 20% of all samples, while training and validation sets contain the remaining
80%. We use 60% of all samples as training set, 20% as validation set for all cases except
for the Coil-100 dataset [155], where we do not use validation set due to the small size of
the dataset. Outlier samples from training set are removed and they are not used during
testing or training. The area under the ROC curve (AUROC) is computed for the case when
outlier samples constitute half of the testing set. F1 measure is computed for a tabulated
outlier-inlier proportions.
Protocol 2 : For MNIST and CIFAR-10 official splits for training and testing sets are
used. Outlier samples from training set are removed and they are not used during testing or
training. The area under the ROC curve (AUROC) is computed for the case when outlier





We evaluate GPND on the following datasets.
MNIST [143] contains 70, 000 handwritten digits from 0 to 9 labeled accordingly with ten
classes. Each of the ten classes is used as inlier class and the rest of the categories are used
as outliers. Has official split into training and testing sets constituting 60, 000 and 10, 000
samples
CIFAR-10 [156] contains 60, 000 32 × 32 colour images in 10 classes. Each of the ten
classes is used as inlier class and the rest of the categories are used as outliers. Has official
split into training and testing sets constituting 50, 000 and 10, 000 samples
The Coil-100 dataset [155] contains 7, 200 images of 100 different objects. Each object has
72 images taken at pose intervals of 5 degrees. We downscale the images to size 32× 32.
We take randomly n categories, where n ∈ 1, 4, 7 and randomly sample the rest of the
categories for outliers. We repeat this procedure 30 times.
Fashion-MNIST [157] is a new dataset comprising of 28× 28 grayscale images of 70, 000
fashion products from 10 categories, with 7, 000 images per category. The training set has
60, 000 images and the test set has 10, 000 images. Fashion-MNIST shares the same image
size, data format and the structure of training and testing splits with the original MNIST.
COVID-Net [103] is a new dataset comprising of large set of chest x-ray that combine covid
patients, pneumonia cases and normal chest x-rays. We made custom annotation for this
dataset in order to align images for easier training of autoencoder. After alignment is done,
we downscale the images to resolution 128× 128. Training split of the dataset consists of:
normal cases - 7956, pneumonia - 5373, covid - 425 images. Testing split of the dataset
consists of: normal cases - 880, pneumonia - 589, covid - 98 images. Annotation sample is
shown in Figure 3.8. Samples of the aligned dataset are shown in Figure 3.9
Others. We compare GPND with ODIN [66] using their protocol. For inliers we used
samples from CIFAR-10(CIFAR-100) [156], which is a publicly available dataset of small
images of size 32× 32, which have each been labeled to one of 10 (100) classes. Each class
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Figure 3.8: COVID-Net. Sample of the annotation of the source image from COVID-Net dataset.
Figure 3.9: COVID-Net. Samples of the aligned COVID-Net dataset.
Figure 3.10: COVID-Net Reconstructions . First row - real input images. Second row - reconstructed
images.
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is represented by 6, 000 (600) images for a total of 60, 000 samples. For outliers we used
samples from TinyImageNet [158], LSUN [159], and iSUN [160]. For more details please
refer to [66]. We reuse the prepared datasets of outliers provided by the ODIN GitHub
project page.
3.5.2 Results
MNIST dataset. We perform two experiments that correspond to Protocol 1 and Protocol
2, the results are displayed in tables 3.2, 3.2, and 3.5. We follow the Protocol 1 described
in [57, 56] with some differences discussed below. The dataset is randomly divided into
three sets: 60% of each class is used for training, 20% for validation, and 20% for testing.
The same way of splitting the dataset is also adopted by [154]. Once pX(x̄) is computed for
each validation sample, we search for the γ that gives the highest F1 measure. For each class
of digit, we train the proposed model and simulate outliers as randomly sampled images
from other categories with proportion equal 50% (Table 3.2) or ranging from 10% to 50%
(Table 3.3). Results for D(R(X)) and D(X) reported in [57] correspond to the protocol for
which data is not split into separate training, validation and testing sets, meaning that the
same inliers used for training were also used for testing. We diverge from this protocol and
do not reuse the same inliers for training and testing. We follow the 60%/20%/20% splits
for training, validation and testing. This makes our testing harder, but more realistic, while
we still compare our numbers against those obtained by others with easier settings. Results
reporting AUC measure on the MNIST dataset using Protocol 1 are shown in Table 3.2,
where we compare with [154]. Results reporting F1 measure on the MNIST dataset using
Protocol 1 are shown in Table 3.3, where we compare with [57, 161, 56].
We report results on COVID-Net dataset by training novelty detector on normal only
samples and then detecting covid cases. Areas for the ROC curve (AUROC) on COVID-Net
dataset for plain AE, OCGAN, and our methods are reported in the Table 3.4. Reconstruc-
tions of the dataset samples are shown in Figure 3.10
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Table 3.2: AUROC results for novelty detection on MNIST using Protocol 1.
MNIST COIL fMNIST
ALOCC DR [57] 0.88 0.809 0.753
ALOCC D [57] 0.82 0.686 0.601
DCAE [146] 0.899 0.949 0.908
OCGAN [154] 0.977 0.995 0.924
GPND (ours) 0.984 0.9994 0.930
Table 3.3: F1 scores on MNIST [143]. Inliers are taken to be images of one category, and outliers are randomly
chosen from other categories.
% of outliers D(R(X)) [57] D(X) [57] LOF [161] DRAE [56] GPND AAE (Ours) GPND w. t.(Ours) GPND (Ours)
10 0.97 0.93 0.92 0.95 0.983 0.981 0.981
20 0.92 0.90 0.83 0.91 0.971 0.970 0.970
30 0.92 0.87 0.72 0.88 0.961 0.961 0.962
40 0.91 0.84 0.65 0.82 0.950 0.953 0.953
50 0.88 0.82 0.55 0.73 0.939 0.946 0.945






Table 3.5: AUROC results for novelty detection on MNIST dataset. Each row represents a different class on
which baselines and our model are trained.
OC SVM KDE DAE VAE Pix CNN GAN AND OCGAN GPND(our)
0 0.988 0.885 0.991 0.998 0.531 0.926 0.993 0.998 0.997
1 0.999 0.996 0.999 0.999 0.995 0.995 0.999 0.999 0.999
2 0.902 0.710 0.891 0.962 0.476 0.805 0.959 0.942 0.985
3 0.950 0.693 0.935 0.947 0.517 0.818 0.966 0.963 0.986
4 0.955 0.844 0.921 0.965 0.739 0.823 0.956 0.975 0.977
5 0.968 0.776 0.937 0.963 0.542 0.803 0.964 0.980 0.983
6 0.978 0.861 0.981 0.995 0.592 0.890 0.994 0.991 0.996
7 0.965 0.884 0.964 0.974 0.789 0.898 0.980 0.981 0.984
8 0.853 0.669 0.841 0.905 0.340 0.817 0.953 0.939 0.970
9 0.955 0.825 0.960 0.978 0.662 0.887 0.981 0.981 0.987
avg 0.951 0.814 0.942 0.969 0.618 0.866 0.975 0.975 0.986
Table 3.6: AUROC results for novelty detection on CIFAR10 dataset. Each row represents a different class on
which baselines and our model are trained.
OC SVM KDE DAE VAE Pix CNN GAN AND OCGAN GPND(our)
0 0.630 0.658 0.718 0.688 0.788 0.708 0.735 0.757 0.767
1 0.440 0.520 0.401 0.403 0.428 0.458 0.580 0.531 0.653
2 0.649 0.657 0.685 0.679 0.617 0.664 0.690 0.640 0.679
3 0.487 0.497 0.556 0.528 0.574 0.510 0.542 0.620 0.545
4 0.735 0.727 0.740 0.748 0.511 0.722 0.761 0.723 0.749
5 0.500 0.496 0.547 0.519 0.571 0.505 0.546 0.620 0.548
6 0.725 0.758 0.642 0.695 0.422 0.707 0.751 0.723 0.740
7 0.533 0.564 0.497 0.500 0.454 0.471 0.535 0.575 0.647
8 0.649 0.680 0.724 0.700 0.715 0.713 0.717 0.820 0.701
9 0.508 0.540 0.389 0.398 0.426 0.458 0.548 0.554 0.670
avg 0.586 0.610 0.590 0.586 0.551 0.592 0.641 0.657 0.670
We also follow Protocol 2, described in [70], where official splits for training and testing
sets are used. We use 80% of official training split for training, the rest is used for validation.
Similarly to Protocol 1, once pX(x̄) is computed for each validation sample, we search for
the γ that gives the highest score. For each class of digit, we train the proposed model and
simulate outliers as randomly sampled images from other categories with proportion equal
50% and report AUC measure. We report AUC measure separately for each digit and also
the average value in Table 3.5 where we compare with [70].
Coil-100 dataset. We follow the protocol described in [138] with some differences dis-
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Table 3.7: Results on Coil-100. Inliers are taken to be images of one, four, or seven randomly chosen categories,
and outliers are randomly chosen from other categories (at most one from each category).









Inliers: one category of images , Outliers: 50%
AUC 0.836 0.843 0.900 0.908 0.847 0.900 0.991 0.997 0.968 0.9994
F1 0.862 0.866 0.892 0.902 0.872 0.882 0.978 0.990 0.979 0.982
Inliers: four category of images , Outliers: 25%
AUC 0.613 0.628 0.877 0.837 0.687 0.859 0.992 0.996 0.945 0.983
F1 0.491 0.500 0.703 0.686 0.541 0.684 0.941 0.970 0.960 0.970
Inliers: seven category of images , Outliers: 15%
AUC 0.570 0.580 0.824 0.822 0.628 0.804 0.991 0.996 0.919 0.973
F1 0.342 0.346 0.541 0.528 0.366 0.511 0.897 0.955 0.941 0.959
Table 3.8: Results on Fashion-MNIST [157]. Inliers are taken to be images of one category, and outliers are
randomly chosen from other categories.
% of outliers 10 20 30 40 50
GPND AAE
F1 0.968 0.945 0.917 0.891 0.864
AUC 0.928 0.932 0.933 0.933 0.933
GPND
F1 0.971 0.948 0.926 0.903 0.877
AUC 0.930 0.930 0.930 0.930 0.930
cussed below. Results are averages from 5-fold cross-validation. Each fold takes 20% of
each class. Because the count of samples per category is very small, we use 80% of each
class for training, and 20% for testing. We find the optimal threshold γ on the training set.
Results reported in [138] correspond to not splitting data into separate training, validation
and testing sets, because it is not essential, since they leverage a VGG [162] network pre-
trained on ImageNet [163]. We diverge from that protocol and do not reuse inliers and
follow 80%/20% splits for training and testing.
Results on Coil-100 are shown in Table 3.7. We do not outperform R-graph [138],
however as mentioned before, R-graph uses a pretrained VGG network, while we train an
autoencoder from scratch on a very limited number of samples, which is on average only 70
per category.
Fashion-MNIST dataset. We repeat the same experiment with the same protocol that we
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Table 3.9: Comparison with ODIN [66]. ↑ indicates larger value is better, and ↓ indicates lower value is better.
Outlier dataset FPR(95%TPR)↓ Detection↓ AUROC↑ AUPR in↑ AUPR out↑
CIFAR-10
ODIN-WRN-28-10 / ODIN-Dense-BC / GPND
TinyImageNet (crop) 23.4/4.3/29.1 14.2/4.7/15.7 94.2/99.1/90.1 92.8/99.1/84.1 94.7/99.1/99.5
TinyImageNet (resize) 25.5/7.5/11.8 15.2/6.3/8.3 92.1/98.5/96.5 89.0/98.6/95.0 93.6/98.5/99.8
LSUN (resize) 17.6/3.8/4.9 11.3/4.4/4.9 95.4/99.2/98.7 93.8/99.3/98.4 96.1/99.2/99.7
iSUN 21.3/6.3/11.0 13.2/5.7/7.8 93.7/98.8/96.9 91.2/98.9/96.1 94.9/98.8/99.7
Uniform 0.0/0.0/0.0 2.5/2.5/0.1 100.0/99.9/99.9 100.0/100.0/100.0 100.0/99.9/99.5
Gaussian 0.0/0.0/0.0 2.5/2.5/0.0 100.0/100.0/100.0 100.0/100.0/100.0 100.0/100.0/99.8
CIFAR-
100
TinyImageNet (crop) 43.9/17.3/33.2 24.4/11.2/17.2 90.8/97.1/89.1 91.4/97.4/83.8 90.0/96.8/98.7
TinyImageNet (resize) 55.9/44.3/15.0 30.4/24.6/9.5 84.0/90.7/95.9 82.8/91.4/94.6 84.4/90.1/99.4
LSUN (resize) 56.5/44.0/6.8 30.8/24.5/5.8 86.0/91.5/98.3 86.2/92.4/98.0 84.9/90.6/99.6
iSUN 57.3/49.5/14.3 31.1/27.2/9.3 85.6/90.1/96.2 85.9/91.1/95.6 84.8/88.9/99.3
Uniform 0.1/0.5/0.0 2.5/2.8/0.0 99.1/99.5/100.0 99.4/99.6/100.0 97.5/99.0/99.7
Gaussian 1.0/0.2/0.0 3.0/2.6/0.0 98.5/99.6/100.0 99.1/99.7/100.0 95.9/99.1/100.0
Table 3.10: F1 and AUROC results on MNIST using Protocol 1. Ablation study on MNIST dataset
using Protocol 1 under the following conditions: a) GPND – the proposed approach, uses both parallel
and perpendicular components, b) GPND+J – parallel and perpendicular components, where parallel part







have used for MNIST, but on Fashion-MNIST. Results are provided in Table 3.8.
CIFAR-10 (CIFAR-100) dataset. We follow the protocol described in [66], where for
inliers and outliers are used different datasets. ODIN relies on a pretrained classifier and
thus requires label information provided with the training samples, while our approach
does not use label information. The results are reported in Table 3.9. Despite the fact that
ODIN relies upon powerful classifier networks such as Dense-BC and WRN with more
than 100 layers, the much smaller network of GPND competes well with ODIN. Note that
for CIFAR-100, GPND significantly outperforms both ODIN architectures. We think this
might be due to the fact that ODIN relies on the perturbation of the network classifier output,
which becomes less accurate as the number of classes grows from 10 to 100. On the other
hand, GPND does not use class label information and copes much better with the additional
complexity induced by the increased number of classes.
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Receiver operating characteristic example
GPND (area = 0.985)
GPND+J (area = 0.987)
GPND-parallel (area = 0.961)
GPND-perpendicular (area = 0.969)
Figure 3.11: ROC curves. Ablation study on MNIST dataset using Protocol 1 under the following conditions:
a) GPND – the proposed approach, uses both parallel and perpendicular components, b) GPND+J – parallel
and perpendicular components, where parallel part is includes Jacobian computation, c) GPND-parallel –
parallel component only, d) GPND-perpendicular – perpendicular component only.
Table 3.11: F1 and AUROC results on MNIST using Protocol 1.. Comparison with baselines.
10% 20% 30% 40% 50%
F1
GPND 0.981 0.970 0.962 0.953 0.945
AE 0.848 0.796 0.795 0.776 0.756
P-VAE 0.976 0.958 0.942 0.924 0.905
P-AAE 0.973 0.955 0.940 0.920 0.902
AUROC
GPND 0.984 0.984 0.984 0.984 0.984
AE 0.934 0.938 0.934 0.929 0.928
P-VAE 0.952 0.957 0.956 0.958 0.959
P-AAE 0.952 0.956 0.953 0.952 0.953
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In the ablation study we motivate the importance of both, parallel and perpendicular
components of pX(x̄) in (3.5) and also demonstrate the effect of the approximation in 3.31.
To demonstrate the importance of parallel and perpendicular components, we repeat the
experiment with MNIST using Protocol 1 (as in Table 3.2 ) under the following conditions:
a) GPND is the proposed approach where pX(x̄) is computed as in 3.5 and uses the
approximation 3.31 (jacobian is not computed) and implemented as in 3.33, b) GPND+J is
the proposed approach as in 3.5, but without approximation 3.31, e.i. jacobian is computed,
c) GPND-parallel – parallel component only, drops pW⊥ and assumes pX(x̄) = pW ‖(w̄‖);
d) GPND-perpendicular – perpendicular component only, drops pW ‖ and assumes pX(x̄) =
pW⊥(w̄
⊥). For this ablation study we report F1 and AUROC measures, see Table 3.10
and we show the ROC curves see Figure 3.11. The ablation study demonstrates that both,
parallel and perpendicular components of pX(x̄) in (3.5) significantly contribute to the
overall performance of the proposed approach. The Jacobian component also contributes to
performance improvement, however the computational cost outweight its role thus justifing
the approximation in 3.31.
Next, we compare GPND with some baselines to better appreciate the improvement
provided by the architectural choices, see Table 3.11.
The baselines are: i) vanilla AE with thresholding of the reconstruction error and same
pipeline (AE); ii) proposed approach where the AAE is replaced by a VAE (P-VAE); iii)
proposed approach where the AAE is without the additional adversarial component induced
by the discriminator applied to the decoded image (P-AAE).
Additional implementation details include the choice of hyperparameters. For MNIST
and COIL-100 the latent space size was chosen to maximize F1 on the validation set. It is
32, and we varied it from 16 to 64 without significant performance change. For CIFAR-10
and CIFAR-100, the latent space size was set to 64. We use the Adam optimizer with betas
equal to β1 = 0 and β2 = 0.99, learning rate of 0.002, and learning rate equalization [170].
We use batch size of 32, and train the network for 160 epochs. On MNIST, CIFAR-10 and
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CIFAR-100 it takes approximately 3 hours to train the network on Titan X GPU. It takes
approximately 10 hours to train on COVID-Net dataset, longer time is due to the larger size
of the images.
3.6 Conclusion
We introduced GPND, an approach and a network architecture for novelty detection that
is based on learning mappings f and g that define the parameterized manifoldM which
captures the underlying structure of the inlier distribution. Unlike prior deep learning based
methods, GPND detects that a given sample is an outlier by evaluating its inlier probability
distribution. We have shown how each architectural and model components are essential to
the novelty detection. In addition, with a relatively simple architecture we have shown how
GPND provides state-of-the-art performance using different measures, different datasets,




Deep Supervised Hashing with Spherical
Embedding
4.1 Introduction
Indexing and searching large-scale image databases leverage heavily hashing based approxi-
mate nearest neighbor search technology. The goal of hashing is to map high dimensional
data, such as images, into compact codes in a way that visually, or semantically similar
images are mapped into similar codes, according to the Hamming distance. Given a query
image, hierarchically structured based methods can then be used for the rapid retrieval of
the neighbors within a certain distance from the query [171].
Recent data-dependent methods for hashing images (as opposed to data-independent
methods [172]) leverage deep neural networks due to their ability to integrate the image
feature representation learning with the objective of the hashing task [173, 89, 88, 94, 100],
leading to a superior efficiency and compactness of the codes. However, so far the focus of
these approaches has been on designing architectures only with the similarity preserving
goal of mapping similar images to similar codes. On the other hand, hashing methods based
on hand-crafted image features [174], have improved performance also by requiring codes
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to have certain properties, for example, to be balanced, uncorrelated, or to be obtained with
a small quantization error [73, 175, 176, 74, 177, 82, 178].
Balanced codes are such that bits partition data in equal portions [73, 175]. It is a
desirable property because it increases the variance of bits since they approach 50% chance
of being one or zero. Also code bits that are uncorrelated, or even better independent,
increase their information content. In addition, learning hash functions generally require
solving intractable optimization problems that are made tractable with the continuous
relaxation of the codomain of the function. This means that quantization is required to
discretize the continuous embedding into codes, and controlling the quantization error has
been shown to improve performance [74].
In this work, we propose a deep supervised hashing approach that goes beyond similarity
preserving, and that aims at learning hashing functions that map onto codes with good
quality, by encouraging them to be balanced, and to maximize the mean average precision.
We do so by advocating the use of a different continuous relaxation strategy that has several
advantages, incto overcome the challenge of maintaining the learning problem well-posed,
without the addition of costly priors that typically encourage a binary output, and that have
led deep hashing approaches to focus, so far, only on similarity preserving codes. This
approach allows learning a hashing function composed of a spherical embedding followed
by an optimal quantization. Specifically, the embedding is based on a convolutional neural
network, learned with a triplet loss framework [179], that has the advantage of being more
general, because it allows the use of different triplet losses, and it allows introducing a
new triplet spring loss that aims at learning balanced codes. Moreover, the loss framework
is rotation invariant in the embedded space, which allows optimizing the quantization for
a rotation that provides the highest mean average precision. We call the resulting model
Spherical Deep Supervised Hashing (SDSH), and provides state-of-the-art performance on












Figure 4.1: Overview. Overview of the approach, highlighting the stages of the hash embedding learning, and
the optimal quantization.
4.2 Problem Overview
Given a training set of N images I = {I1, · · · , IN}, with labels Y = {y1, · · · , yN}, we are
interested in learning a hash function h that maps an image I onto a compact binary code
b = h(I) ∈ {+1,−1}B of length B. The typical approach based on deep learning assumes
that given three images Ii, Ij , Ik, with labels yi, yj , yk, such that yi = yj , and yi 6= yk, then
the hash function should be such that the corresponding binary codes bi and bj should
be close, while bi and bk should be far away in the Hamming space. If dH(·, ·) indicates
the Hamming distance, this means that dH(bi,bj) should be as small as possible, while
dH(bi,bk) should be as large as possible.
In addition to that, ideally, we would want to encourage hash codes to be maximally
informative, where bits are independent and balanced, and to ultimately maximize the mean
average precision (mAP). These aspects have been of secondary importance thus far, because
deep learning approaches have to use binarizing priors to regularize loss functions that are
already computationally intensive to optimize.
We overcome the major hurdle of the binarizing prior by advocating the use of a
different relaxation method, which does not require additional priors, and learns a spherical
embedding. This modeling choice has ripple effects. Besides simplifying the learning
by eliminating the binarizing prior, it enables a unified formulation of a class of triplet
losses [179] that are rotation invariant, and it allows to introduce one, which we name
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Figure 4.2: Embedding distribution. Bimodal dis-
tribution of the hash embedding components (a) early
on during training, and (b) at advanced training stage,
when modes are separated.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.3: Quantization. (a) Distribution of hash
embeddings on the unit circle for two classes. The
sign quantization assigns different hash codes to sam-
ples in the same class. (b) Rotated distribution of
hash embeddings. The sign quantization assigns
same hash codes to samples in the same class, thus
increasing the mAP.
spring loss, that encourages balanced hash codes. In addition, the rotation invariance allows
us to look for a rotation of the embedding hypersphere that leads to its optimal quantization
for producing hash codes that directly maximize the retrieval mAP. This two-stage approach
is depicted in Figure 4.1.
4.3 Hash Function Learning
The desired hash function should ensure that the code bi of image Ii would be closer to all
other codes bj of Ij because yi = yj , than it would be to any code bk of Ik since yi 6= yk.
Therefore, if T = {(i, j, k)|yi = yj 6= yk} is the set of the allowed triplet labels, then we
certainly desire this condition to be verified
dH(bi,bj) < dH(bi,bk) ∀(i, j, k) ∈ T . (4.1)





where `(·) : R→ [0,+∞) is the cost for a triplet that does not satisfy (4.1). Equation (4.2)
is a more general version of the well known triplet loss [179].
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b>i bj . (4.3)
In particular, the Hamming space where codes are defined, and through which depends
the estimation of the hash function h, makes the optimization of (4.2) intractable [93].
Therefore, the typical approach is to relax the domain of b from the Hamming space to
the continuous space RB [93, 94]. However, this method has severe drawbacks. The first
and most important one is that optimizing (4.2) becomes an ill-posed problem, with trivial
solutions corresponding to pulling infinitely apart relaxed codes with label mismatch. This
forces the introduction of a regularizing prior to the loss, which typically is designed to
encourage the relaxed code b̃ to be also “as binary as possible”, or in other words, to stay
close to one of the vertices of the Hamming space.
Computationally, adding a prior is a major setback because it increases the number of
hyperparameters at best, with all the consequences. In addition, if we look at the distribution
of the values of the components of b̃, we have observed experimentally that as the two main
modes around +1 and −1 become separated, the corresponding hash codes, obtained simply
by taking b = sgn(b̃), stop changing during the training procedure. See Figure 4.2. This
“locking” behavior might prevent from learning a hash function that could potentially be
more efficient if it still had room to adjust the outputs. Finally, we note that (4.3) does not
hold in the relaxed space, meaning that












b̃>i b̃j . (4.4)
even though there are approaches that rely on the left-hand-side of (4.4) being approximately
equal to the right-hand-side [94].
The following section addresses the drawbacks outlined above by advocating the use of
a different relaxation for hash function learning.
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4.4 Spherical Embedding
The hash function learning problem can be summarized as learning a function h̃ such that
h(I) = sgn[h̃(I)], where h̃ optimizes a relaxed version of (4.2). Differently from previous
hashing work, we propose to use a relaxation where h̃ is a spherical embedding, meaning
that we constrain the output s = h̃(I) to be defined on the (B − 1)-dimensional unit
sphere. This means that, using the previous notation, s .= b̃/‖b̃‖, and the meaning of
Equations (4.1), (4.2), and (4.3) remain valid by simply substituting b with s, and dH(bi,bj)
with ‖(si − sj)/2‖2. Therefore, we advocate the end-to-end learning of a function h̃, given




`(s>i sk − s>i sj) . (4.5)
This approach, also used in [179] to regularize the spreading of the embedding, is
leveraged here to address the limitations of the continuous relaxation described in Section 4.3.
Indeed, a spherical embedding makes the optimization of the relaxed version of (4.2) (which
is (4.5)) a well-posed problem, and this was the main reason why previous works required
a regularizing prior. In addition, previous priors encouraged the embedding space to be
“as binary as possible” by moving b̃ closer to a vertex of the Hamming cube, without
direct evidence that this was producing better hash codes. On the other hand, we observed
this practice to encourage a “locking” behavior, wich we do not have with the spherical
embedding because there are no forces pushing towards the Hamming cube, and s is free
to move on the unit sphere. Moreover, if h̃ is an optimal spherical embedding, so is Rh̃,
where R is a rotation matrix, since it still minimizes (4.5). Therefore, since (4.5) is rotation
invariant, h̃ is found modulo a rotation, which can be estimated at a later stage to optimize
other hash code properties (Section 4.5).
In Section 4.6 we design different triplet loss functions `(·), leading to different spherical
embeddings. In practice, the spherical embedding comprises a convolutional neural network
with a number of layers aiming at learning visual features from images, followed by fully
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connected layers with an output dimension equal to the number of bits B of the hash code.
We adopt the VGG-F architecture [180], and replace the last fully connected layer, but other
architectures can also be used [84, 181].
4.5 Quantization
Given an image I , its hash code is computed with a sign quantization as b = sgn(h̃(I)).
Since h̃ minimizes (4.5), we observed that also a rotated version Rh̃ does, so it is important
to analyze the difference between the two solutions. Figure 4.3(a) shows a case where the
spherical embeddings of two classes along the unit circle are such that the sign quantization
assigns different hash codes to samples of the same class. Therefore, a rotation R could
be applied to the embeddings as in Figure 4.3(b), where the sign quantization would now
produce the expected results.
We propose to use the extra degrees of freedom due to the rotation invariance of (4.5) for
learning a rotation matrix R that finds the quantization that produces the best hash function.
We do so by estimating the rotation R that maximizes the mean average precision (mAP),
which is the metric that we value the most for retrieval
R̂ = arg max
R
mAP(R) . (4.6)
Since mAP(·) is not a smooth function, and has zero gradient almost everywhere, (4.6) is
not easy to optimize, even with derivative-free methods. On the other hand, we found that
a standard random search optimization with a linear annealing schedule allows to achieve
good results quickly. At the i-th iteration we apply a random perturbation Q(i) to the current
rotation matrixR(i) to obtain the updateR(i+1) = Q(i)R(i), which we retain if it improves the
mAP. Since the perturbation should be random, uniform, and with a controllable magnitude,
we generate it by setting Q(i) = P (i)E(θ)P (i)>, where P (i) is a random unitary matrix,
generated with a simplified approach based on the SV D decomposition of a matrix with
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normally sampled elements [182, 183]. E(θ) instead represents a rotation by θ on the plane
identified by the first two basis vectors. The angle θ defines the perturbation magnitude
and varies linearly with the iteration number, starting with θ0 = 1.0 down to 0 when the
maximum number of iterations is reached, which was 800 in our experiments. Algorithm 2
summarizes the steps. We compute the mAP with a C++ implementation, where we take
1000 samples from the training set as queries and 16000 samples as database, or a smaller
number if the training set is smaller. With a PC workstation with CPU Core i7 5820K
3.30GHz the running time for one iteration update is around 0.4s, keeping the time for the
random search optimization very small, if compared with the time for training the deep
network of the spherical embedding.
We now note that if R is an optimal solution, by swapping two columns of R we obtain
a new solution, corresponding to swapping two bits in all hash codes. Since there are B!
of these kind of changes, it means that the order of growth of the solution space is O(B!).
Therefore, as B increases, estimating R according to (4.6) becomes less important because
the likelihood that a random R is not far from an optimal solution has increased accordingly.
The experimental section supports this observation.
4.6 Triplet Spherical Loss
In this section we give three examples of rotation invariant triplet loss ` that can be used
in (4.5), namely the margin loss, the label likelihood loss, and the new spring loss. To
shorten the notation, we define the quantity di,j,k
.
= s>i sk − s>i sj .
4.6.1 Margin Loss
The first loss that we consider is well known, and stems from requiring condition (4.1) to be




Figure 4.4: Spring loss. Unit sphere where two points with different class labels are pulled apart by an elastic
force proportional to the displacement 2− d, while constrained to remain on the sphere.
translates into the following margin loss
`(di,j,k) = max{0, di,j,k + α} . (4.7)
4.6.2 Label Likelihood Loss
The second loss has been originally proposed in [94], where it was used with the Hamming
space relaxed into the continuous space RB for learning a hashing function. Here we extend
it for learning a spherical embedding. The loss is derived from a probabilistic formulation
of the likelihood of the triplet labels T , where triplets that verify condition (4.1) by bigger
margins have a bigger likelihood, and where the margin parameter α can affect the speed of
the training process. This label likelihood loss, adapted to our framework becomes
`(di,j,k) = di,j,k + α + log(1 + e
−di,j,k−α) . (4.8)
4.6.3 Spring Loss
While both the margin loss and the label likelihood loss produce remarkable results, none
of them make explicit efforts towards clustering samples in the spherical embedding space,
according to their classes, and in a way that classes cover the sphere in a spatially uniform
manner. This last property is very important because if we assume an equal number of
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samples per class, for each bit b, balanced codes satisfy the property
N∑
i=1
hb(Ii) = 0, b = 1, · · · , B . (4.9)
Therefore, we note that condition (4.9) is satisfied whenever the spherical embedding
distributes the classes uniformly on the unit sphere, thus producing balanced codes, where
code bits have higher variance and are more informative. This has motivated the design of
the loss that we introduce.
Algorithm 2 Random search for the optimal rotation R.
Result: Returns the optimal matrix R according to a random search
1: R(0) = I . Initialize rotation matrix with identity matrix
2: i = 0
3: while i < number of iterations do
4: θ(i) ← f(i); . f(i) is a linear annealing schedule to update the rotation magnitude
5: . θ(i) is the magnitude of perturbational rotation for iteration i
6: E(i) ← E(θ(i)); . E(θ(i)) Returns rotation around some fixed axis, with magnitude θ(i)
7: P (i) ← random unitary matrix
8: Q(i) ← P (i)E(i)P (i)> . Q(i) is a random perturbational rotation matrix with magnitude θ(i)
9: R′ ← Q(i)R(i) . Update rotation matrix R with perturbation
10: if mAP(R′) >mAP(R(i)) then . If updated version of R is better, then keep it
11: R(i+1) ← R′
12: else
13: R(i+1) ← R(i)
14: end if
15: i← i+ 1
16: end while
17: return Ri
Let us consider two points si and sk on the (B − 1)-dimensional sphere of unit radius,
and let us assume that a spring is connecting them. The Euclidean distance d = ‖si− sk‖
.
=√
di,k, between the points varies in the range [0, 2]. At distance 2, we consider the spring
unstretched, while at distance d < 2, the spring will have accumulated an elastic potential
energy proportional to (2 − d)2. See Figure 4.4. This suggests that we could train the
hash embedding by minimizing (4.5), with `(di,k) = (2−
√
di,k)
2, where we would limit
the summation to the pairs (i, k) ∈ Q = {(i, j)|yi 6= yj}. In this way, the training would
aim at minimizing the total elastic potential energy of the system of springs. The effect
is that samples from different classes would be mapped on the sphere, but as far apart as
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Figure 4.5: Regular polyhedrons. Three left-most images: Three unit spheres with 5× n points at minimum
elastic potential, where n is the number of classes. From left to right n is equal to 4, 12, 24. The 5 points per
class coincide with the class centroid at equilibrium. Right-most image: For n = 12, the points at minimum
margin loss do not reach a uniform distribution on the sphere.
possible. We note that minimizing this loss is equivalent to solving a first order linear
approximation to the Thomson’s Problem [184], which concerns the determination of the
minimum electrostatic potential energy configuration of N electrons, constrained to the
surface of a unit sphere. The solution has been rigorously identified in only a handful
of cases, which mostly correspond to spatial configurations forming regular polyhedrons,
which we have observed also in our simulations using the spring loss described before, as it
can be seen in Figure 4.5. If we were to perform a Voronoi tessellation on the sphere based
on the class centroids, we clearly would obtain a pretty uniform partition of the sphere,
which is our main goal. For comparison, the right-most image in Figure 4.5 is obtained with
the margin loss, which stops pulling apart query and negative samples once they are more
far apart than the margin. This leads to a less uniform distribution of the classes.
We have experimented with the loss described above and indeed, it provides fairly good
results. However, we argue that it can be improved because it does not explicitly pull closer
samples that belong to the same class, besides pulling apart samples with different labels.
We address that issue with the triplet spring loss, which we define as follows
`(di,j,k) = (2−
√
2− di,j,k)2 . (4.10)
Note that di,j,k varies in the range [−2, 2], thus the square root varies in the range [0, 2], and
the loss varies in the range [0, 4]. The loss is minimized when di,j,k approaches −2. Since
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di,j,k is proportional to ‖si − sj‖2 − ‖si − sk‖2, convergence is approached by maximally
pulling closer si and sj , while maximally pushing apart si and sk. Note that, differently than
before, now even when si and sk have reached a distance of 2, the loss still works to pull si
and sj closer.
4.7 Experiments
We tested our approach on the most relevant datasets for deep hashing applications, namely
CIFAR-10 [156], NUS_WIDE [185], and we also tested on MNIST [124] to compare with
some older methods. For each experimental setting, we report the average mAP score over
5 runs for comparison against the previous works for hashes of size as low as 4 and up to 48
bits.
4.7.1 Experimental setup
Similar to other deep hashing methods we use raw image pixels as input. Following [94,
186, 93], for the spherical embedding we adopt VGG-F [187] pre-trained on ImageNet. We
replace the last layer with our own, initialized with normal distribution. The output layer
doesn’t have activation function and the number of outputs matches the needed number
of bits - B. The input layer of VGG-F is 224x224, so we crop and resize images of the
NUS_WIDE dataset and upsample images of the CIFAR-10 dataset to match the input size.
CIFAR-10: CIFAR-10 [156] is a publicly available dataset of small images of size
32x32 which have each been labeled to one of ten classes. Each class is represented by
6,000 images for a total of 60,000 available samples. In terms of evaluation in the CIFAR
domain, two images are counted as relevant to each other if their labels match. In order for
our experiments to be comparable to as many works as possible, including [94] and [100],
we use two different experimental settings, which are labeled “Full” and “Reduced”.
“Full” setting: For this setting, 1,000 images are first selected randomly from each class
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of the dataset to make up the test images. Which, by extension, results in 10,000 query
images. The remaining 50,000 images are used as the database images and as the images
used in training.
“Reduced” setting: For this setting, 100 images are selected randomly from each class
for use as 1,000 total test images. From the remaining 59,000 samples we randomly sample
500 images per category to form the reduced training set with only 5,000 images. The
database is composed of all 59,000 samples which were not selected for testing.
The mAP for CIFAR-10, full and reduced setting, is computed based on all samples
from the database set. We have used for training purposes a system with only one NVIDIA
Titan X GPU, in this configuration training takes about four hours for the Cifar Full setting.
NUS_WIDE: NUS_WIDE [185] is another publicly available dataset, but unlike CIFAR-
10 each sample image is multi-labeled from a set of 81 possible labels across all 269,643.
This is reduced slightly, as [94] and [100] have also done in their experiments, by first
removing every image which does not have any of the 21 most common labels associated
with it. This is done as many of the less common labels have very few samples associated
with them, but prepared in this way each of the 21 labels are represented by at least 5,000
samples. In terms of evaluation in the NUS_WIDE domain two images are counted as
relevant to each other if any of their labels match. Note, that despite the usage of samples
associated with the 21 most frequent labels, all 81 labels are used for determining similarity
between samples. To compare with previous work we use three different settings, labeled
“Full”, “Reduced A”, and “Reduced B”.
“Full” setting: For this setting, 100 samples from each of the 21 most frequent labels
are reserved for the test set. And the remaining images are used both as the database and as
the training set. The mAP is computed based on the top 50000 returned neighbors.
“Reduced A” setting: For this setting, the 2100 test samples are selected as in the Full
setting. From the remaining samples, 500 were sampled from the 21 most frequent labels to
compose the training set. The remaining were used for the database. The mAP is computed
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Table 4.1: Mean Average Precision (MAP) Results for Different Number of Bits of CIFAR-10: In the case of
DTSH and DVSQ we have filled some additional results which were not presented by the original papers by
using the authors’ respective released source code to replicate their experiments such that we may compare
with them across more hash sizes.
CIFAR-10 Full setting: Number of Bits CIFAR-10 Reduced setting: Number of Bits
Method 4 8 12 16 24 32 48 4 8 12 16 24 32 48
DQN[96] - - - - - - - - - 0.554 - 0.558 0.564 0.580
DSH[91] - - 0.616 - 0.651 0.661 0.676 - - - - - - -
DPSH[93] - - 0.763 - 0.781 0.795 0.807 - - 0.763 - 0.727 0.744 0.757
DMDH [95] - - - - - - - - - - 0.704 - 0.719 0.732
DTSH[94] - 0.814 0.859 0.915 0.923 0.925 0.926 - 0.641 0.710 0.723 0.750 0.765 0.774
DVSQ[100] - 0.839 - 0.839 0.843 0.840 0.842 - 0.715 - 0.727 0.730 0.733 0.764
BL[188] 0.870 -
SDSH-ML - 0.839 0.882 0.886 0.939 0.880 0.878 - 0.657 0.712 0.756 0.747 0.765 0.764
SDSH-LL 0.481 0.763 0.854 0.942 0.945 0.944 0.947 0.407 0.673 0.757 0.782 0.799 0.815 0.822
SDSH-S 0.755 0.911 0.939 0.938 0.939 0.939 0.934 0.569 0.697 0.723 0.783 0.801 0.810 0.813
based on top 5000 returned neighbors.
“Reduced B” setting: For this setting, the training set was chosen by sampling the
available images uniformly 5,000 times. From the remaining samples the training set was
uniformly sampled 10,000 times. All of the remaining samples from these two operations
were used as the database. The mAP is computed based on top 5000 returned neighbors.
4.7.2 Results
Our method is abbreviated as SDSH, and the combination with the margin loss, label likeli-
hood loss, and spring loss are indicated as SDSH-ML, SDSH-LL, and SDSH-S respectively.
All reported results are from our publicly available implementation1. The average mAP
scores for all methods on CIFAR-10 are listed in Table 4.1, which includes also the baseline
(BL) classification accuracy. As pointed out in [188], the BL value can be interpreted as
mAP attainable by a supervised system retrieving samples, one class at a time, with classes
ranked according to the class probability of the query. Therefore, a retrieval approach should
surpass the BL threshold to be effective. Table 4.1 shows that the proposed SDSH-S is
above BL starting from 8-bits, and it always outperforms the state-of-the-art methods. In full
setting and B = 8, and 12, SDSH-S shows large improvements, and outperforms DVSQ by
7.2% and 5.7%. SDSH-LL performs slightly better than SDSH-S for B > 12, but has worse
1https://github.com/wvuvl/SDSH
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Table 4.2: Mean Average Precision (MAP) Results for Different Number of Bits on NUS_WIDE
(a) Reduced A settings
Number of Bits
Method 8 12 16 24 32 48
DTSH[94] - 0.773 - 0.808 0.812 0.824
SDSH-ML 0.758 0.770 0.784 0.798 0.802 0.810
SDSH-LL 0.751 0.780 0.792 0.805 0.810 0.817
SDSH-S 0.774 0.789 0.796 0.807 0.812 0.820
(b) Full settings
Number of Bits
Method 16 24 32 48
DTSH[94] 0.756 0.776 0.785 0.799
DPSH[93] 0.715 0.722 0.736 0.741
SDSH-ML 0.794 0.800 0.797 0.805
SDSH-LL 0.452 0.808 0.810 0.812
SDSH-S 0.812 0.817 0.821 0.821
(c) Reduced B settings
Number of Bits
Method 8 16 24 32
DVSQ[100] 0.780 0.790 0.792 0.797
DMDH [95] - 0.751 - 0.781
SDSH-ML 0.739 0.771 0.785 0.791
SDSH-LL 0.750 0.771 0.782 0.789
SDSH-S 0.755 0.783 0.786 0.790
Table 4.3: Mean Average Precision (MAP) Results for Different Number of Bits of MNIST
Number of Bits
Method 16 24 32 48
CNNH[88] 0.957 0.963 0.956 0.960
CNNH+[88] 0.969 0.975 0.971 0.975
DSCH[189] 0.965 0.966 0.972 0.975
DRSCH[189] 0.969 0.974 0.979 0.979
SDSH-ML 0.993 0.995 0.994 0.995
SDSH-LL 0.994 0.994 0.995 0.996
SDSH-S 0.994 0.995 0.995 0.995
performance for lower number of bits. For reduced setting, SDSH-S and SDSH-LL perform
about the same, and always outperforms the state-of-the-art methods with an exception for
the 8-bit case. Figure 4.6 presents the data of Table 4.1 in the form of plots.
Figure 4.7 shows the comparison of the precision-recall curves of SDSH-S with those
produced by two state-of-the-art approaches, namely DTSH [94] and DVSQ [100], high-
lighting the promising performance of the proposed approach.
Tables 4.2b, 4.2a, and 4.2c show average mAP scores on NUS_WIDE for Full, Reduced
A, and Reduced B settings respectively. Unfortunately, the protocol of this experiment
does not allow to compare against the BL value. Although [188] describes two additional
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Figure 4.6: Average mAP scores. Comparison of mAP values w.r.t. bit number for our method (SDSH-ML,
SDSH-LL, SDSH-S) with DPSH [93], DTSH[94] and DVSQ[100].
protocols, since they are suitable for tasks other than supervised hashing, for comparison with
the state-of-the-art, here we follow protocols that have been in use by the widest majority
of the literature. In particular, SDSH-S, SDSH-LL, and SDSH-ML always outperform the
state-of-the-art methods on Full setting except for SDSH-LL at 8-bit case, where it converged
poorly. On full setting, SDSH-S outperforms other type of losses for all bit numbers. On
Reduced A setting, SDSH-S outperforms the state-of-the-art methods for B < 24 and for
higher B it stays about the same as DTSH and slightly below for B = 48. On Reduced
B setting our method is outperformed by DVSQ. It is important to note that NUS_WIDE
has 81 labels but only 500 samples from the 21 most frequent labels are used for training.
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Therefore, even though the training set for NUS-WIDE’s reduced setting is still about twice
as large as the training set for CIFAR-10’s reduced setting, the ratio of samples per label
for CIFAR is 500, while the ratio for this NUS_WIDE setting is on average 129.6 per label.
Therefore, for NUS_WIDE reduced setting, the network is more prone to overfitting. As for
CIFAR-10, the bottom row of Figure 4.6 presents the data of Tables 4.2b, 4.2a, and 4.2c in
the form of plots.
In Table 4.3 we show a comparison between CNNH, CNNH+ [88], and DSCH, DRSCH [189]
on the MNIST [124] dataset, noticing that all the three losses provide a performance increase.
4.7.3 Ablation Study
The proposed approach requires two steps for learning a hash function. The first step
learns a spherical embedding that identifies an equivalence class of solutions because of
the rotation invariance of the loss, and then a rotation needs to be identified to pick a
representative of the equivalence class. Here we analyze what happens if use the identity
as rotation, versus using the proposed method, versus using an off-the-shelve method like
ITQ [74]. The summary of the results is shown in Figure 4.9, where the three approaches
have been applied to SDSH-S, which has been tested on CIFAR-10, and NUS_WIDE. The
first observation is that estimating the optimal rotation becomes more important at lower
number of bits. As we suggested in Section 4.5, when B grows, the solution space grows
significantly, so a random solution is more likely to do well. In addition, we note that ITQ
tends to underperform our approach, and often decreases the performance of the identity
solution. We note that ITQ differs from the proposed approach at least in two important
aspects. First, ITQ is an unsupervised method, whereas our random search leverages the
label information. In addition, ITQ aims at minimizing the quantization error, whereas the
proposed method looks for the best quantization that maximizes the mAP. Finally, Figure 4.8
shows the performance improvement that adds rotation optimisation for different loss types,
highlighting, as expected, that each of them can benefit from that step.
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Figure 4.7: Precision-Recall Curves Compari-
son of P-R curves from our method, DVSQ [100]
and DTSH [94] on CIFAR-10 reduced, top 5000
samples @ 32 bits.
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Figure 4.8: Effect of quantization step. Contri-
bution of quantization step for different losses on
NUS-WIDE Full @ 24 bits, 32bits.
















































Figure 4.9: Effect of learning rotation Comparison of mAP values for a range of bit number for three
scenarios: ITQ [74] and random search optimization and no rotation optimization.
4.8 Conclusions
We have introduced SDSH, a novel deep hashing method that moves beyond the sole goal
of similarity preserving, and explicitly learns a hashing function that produces quality
codes. This is achieved by leveraging a different relaxation method that eliminates the need
for regularizing priors, and it enables the design of loss functions for learning balanced
codes, and it allows to optimize the quantized hash function to maximize the mAP. Extensive
experiments on three standard benchmark datasets demonstrated the strength of the approach.
In particular, addressing the issue of quality in deep hashing approaches has revealed to
be valuable, because the performance has increased particularly for more compact codes,
which is very important for building efficient retrieval systems.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Work
5.1 Conclusion
In this dissertation we explored the reasons behind poor generative power of autoencoders
compared to GANs, and designed a novel autoencoder architecture that overcomes these
limitations. We explored application space of the introduced architecture and have shown
that it significantly improves state of the art methods in novelty detection.
We introduced ALAE, a novel autoencoder architecture that is simple, flexible and
general, as we have shown to be effective with two very different backbone generator-
encoder networks. Differently from previous work, it allows learning the probability
distribution of the latent space, when the data distribution is learned in adversarial settings.
Our experiments confirm that this enables learning representations that are likely less
entangled. This allows us to extend StyleGAN to StyleALAE, the first autoencoder capable
of generating and manipulating images in ways not possible with StyleGAN alone, while
maintaining the same level of visual detail.
We introduced GPND, an approach and a network architecture for novelty detection that
is based on learning mappings f and g that define the parameterized manifoldM which
captures the underlying structure of the inlier distribution. Unlike prior deep learning based
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methods, GPND detects that a given sample is an outlier by evaluating its inlier probability
distribution. We have shown how each architectural and model components are essential to
the novelty detection. In addition, with a relatively simple architecture we have shown how
GPND provides state-of-the-art performance using different measures, different datasets,
and different protocols, demonstrating to also compare favorably with the out-of-distribution
methods.
We have introduced SDSH, a novel deep hashing method that moves beyond the sole
goal of similarity preservation, and explicitly learns a hashing function that produces quality
codes. This is achieved by leveraging a different relaxation method that eliminates the need
for regularizing priors, and it enables the design of loss functions for learning balanced
codes, and it allows to optimize the quantized hash function to maximize the mAP. Extensive
experiments on three standard benchmark datasets demonstrated the strength of the approach.
In particular, addressing the issue of quality in deep hashing approaches has revealed to
be valuable, because the performance has increased particularly for more compact codes,
which is very important for building efficient retrieval systems.
5.2 Future Work
The proposed ALAE architecture introduces a new class of autoencoders that can be
applied to large number of existing deep learning approaches in computer vision. We have
deeply explored novelty detection application and have shown how the new architecture
improves state of the art results. Potential future work would include an investigation of the
application of ALAE to self-representation learning, generalization, similarity retrival and
few-shot learning problems. In order for ALAE work well on human faces it is crucial to
improve identity preservation. But even at current state it opens large amount of opportunities
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Figure 5.1: Identity preservation. Comparison of input image 5.1a, reconstruction 5.1b, and optimizaed
reconstruction 5.1c
Figure 5.2: Image restoration.
for image manipulations. Here, we would like to present few attempts on using ALAE for
such tasks.
Identity preservation. We add additional loss that forces the recontruction to maintain
the same identy as the input. It tries to bring the reconstructed face perceptually closer to
the input. We use FaceNet [179] to extract features from input and output. Then by using
gradient decent, we adjust latent vector w to minimize MSE of the embeddings. The result
of such optimization can be seen in Figure 5.1.
Image restoration. Since ALAE learns the manifold of the data, it is possible to take a
corrupted sample and project it onto the manifold. ALAE can improve image restoration,
superresolution, inpainting techniques. See Figure 5.2
Image manipulations. ALAE provides large space for image manipulations. Figure 5.3
demonstrates examples where two images were blended together in feature space.
Image translation. Using recent advances in data augmentation for training GANs [190],
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Figure 5.3: Feature space manipulations This figure shows concatenation of two images in feature space.
Figure 5.4: Image to image translation.
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it became possible to fine-tune pretrained ALAE and other, smaller dataset. Combining
encoder and generator trained on different domains, it is possible to use ALAE for image to
image translation tasks as it is demonstrated in Figure 5.4, where generator was fine-tuned
on a small toon dataset.
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Figure 5.5 shows what happens when we perform a bilinear interpolation in the W space of the
representation of four images that we downloaded from the internet. The model used is StyleALAE
trained on FFHQ. For a given interpolation an image is generated by drawing noise and using the
generator network G. As it can be seen, the traversal that we obtain seems to vary very smoothly.
Figure 5.6 shows examples of generations from StyleALAE and StyleGAN. From a visual
inspection it is very difficult to notice major differences. Figure 5.8 shows a random collection of
generations obtained from StyleALAE.
Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 instead show a collection of reconstructions. We note that the original
images are faces of celebrities that we have downloaded from the internet. Therefore they are not
images from FFHQ. This is important because we argue that these images come from a distribution
different from the FFHQ distribution. Indeed, FFHQ is a dataset of faces obtain from Flickr.com.
They represent faces of non-celebrity people. More often than not, the faces do not wear any
makeup, neither have they been altered (e.g., with Photoshop or other tools). In addition, the lighting
conditions and cameras with which the FFHQ face images have been acquired, are normally very
different from typical photoshoot stages where professional equipment is also used. Overall, this can
change significantly the statistics of the images from FFHQ in comparison with those of celebrities.
Nevertheless, we observe that StyleALAE works effectively on both reconstruction and mixing.
Differently from Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10, Figure 5.11 shows reconstructions from images
extracted from our testing split of the FFHQ dataset. Therefore, they should, in principle, belong to
the same distribution used for training the model.
Figure 5.12 instead shows a random set of generations from the StyleALAE model trained
on LSUN-Bedroom, whereas Figure 5.13 shows bedroom reconstructions from the same dataset.
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Figure 5.5: Real image interpolations. Qualitative results for interpolations of reconstructed images using
StyleALAE trained on FFHQ with resolution 1024× 1024. The images at the corners are real, and were not




Figure 5.6: StyleALAE vs StyleGAN generations on FFHQ dataset. Original single face image resolution
is 1024× 1024.
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Figure 5.7: StyleALAE generations on FFHQ dataset. Original single face image resolution is 1024×1024.
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Figure 5.8: StyleALAE generations on Celeba-HQ dataset. Original single face image resolution is
256× 256.
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Figure 5.9: StyleALAE reconstructions on FFHQ dataset. Reconstructions from images that are not part
of FFHQ. Original single face image resolution is 1024× 1024.
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Figure 5.10: StyleALAE reconstructions on FFHQ dataset. Reconstructions from images that are not part
of FFHQ. Original single face image resolution is 1024× 1024.
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Figure 5.11: StyleALAE reconstructions on FFHQ dataset. Reconstructions from images that are from the
test split of FFHQ. Original single face image resolution is 1024× 1024.
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Figure 5.12: StyleALAE generations on LSUN-Bedroom. Original image resolution is 256× 256.
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Figure 5.13: StyleALAE reconstructions on LSUN-Bedroom. Reconstructions from test split of LSUN-
Bedroom. Original image resolution is 256× 256.
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Note that the reconstructions are from images taken from the test split, thus, they were not used for
training.
Table 2.6 shows a comparison between StyleALAE and other approaches using the CelebA-HQ
with resolution of 256× 256. The FID score is computed between 50000 generated samples and the
training samples. StyleALAE has the best FID score among the autoencoder type of models, and the
best PPL.
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